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ABSTRACT 

Stereotypes of prisoners are reinforced by media, with victims of crime and 

government officialslbiaw enforcement agents dominating discourse over protection. 

justice and punishment. There is an ongoing debatc over the use of prisons world-wide. 

Proponents of prison argue that prisons are vital for the public order. Prisons are hunlaric 

Institutions that facilitate the rehabilitation of prisoners. Conversely, critics of prison 

argue that prisons are a political creation which sustains social injustice, The irony here 

is ihat prisoners' experiences of imprisonment and release are by and large absent in this 

debate. 

This thesis consists of three key parts. First, a selected literature review of Slate 

theory, prison abolition, and the prison industry is presented. Sc~ond, findings from in- 

depth interviews with eight prisoners all serving life sentences are discussed. 

The third aspect is a content analysis of correspondence between prison 

abolitionist Claire Culhane and 1,035 prisoners. This is divided into two parts. Part (a) 

involved coding 23 descriptive variables kg.,  gender, institutioni for all 1,035 cases. 

The contributions were from Canadian prisoners predominantly, with 74 contributions 

from outside Canada. Part (b) involved a detailed content analysis of every tenth case. 

Wrongful convictions, forced involuntary transfers, personal security, and rehabilitative 

programmes were focal concerns identified by prisoners. 

This tbesi provides unique findings from the life work of Canada's foremost 

prison abolitionist and her correspondence with prisoners. These findings delineate the 

experiences of imprisoIunent, challenge existing stereotypes of prisoners, and question 

the overly punitive S w  sanctioned response to these individuals. 
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CHAPTER 1 

STATE CONTROL AND PUNISHMENT 

Nelson Mandela, the greatest prisoner of all time, maintained for twenty- 
seven years that 'Your freedom and mine cannot be separated.' I conclude 
with a reminder that: The human rights of prisoners and ours, dare not be 
separated. (Culhane 1991,250) 

Introduction 

The prison is an unnecessary social evil that society can ill-afford. The prison 

does, however, serve to control bot3 the "lawless" and the law abiding (Cohen 1985; 

Foucault 1977). This issue of social control is very important in understanding why 

prisons exist, why they have been maintained in light of their failings, and why there is so 

much resistance to prison abolition. Prison will never achieve all of the justifications that 

it is based on - specific deterrence, rehabilitation, incapacitation, and stigma. These 

different justifications are invoked at different periods of time, by different groups, in 

order to divert attention from the failure of prison and to maintain its existence. 

Unfortunately, these justifications are part of the social control object~i.-s of the State 

which are informed by rhetorical discourses of corrections, protection, and punishment. 

Prison will not change if the present situation is not altered radically. In terms of 

the rhetoric surrounding punishment and the corrections dismurse, the behaviour of 

individuals deemed criminal is targeted for change, but the attitude of mainstream society 

is not a focal conctrn. When prisoners are considered rehabilitated - that is, their 

behaviour has changed - they are placed back into society wherc attitudes have become 

more narrow and less humanistic. The social attitudes toward crime and prisoners are 

harsh and unforgiving. Few sustained attempts are made at structural change, with the 



main emphasis on changing individual behaviour. In this sense. the prison will continue 

to exist because the public demands change and reform with the individual, rather than in 

the social fabric of society (Kwartler 1977). 

In this thesis I examine key themes surrounding issues of social control. statc: 

theory, punishment, and the prison abolition movement. In chapter 1, the focus is on the 

social control of the State and the State's hegemonic control of punishment practices and 

the correctional discouf~e~ Chapter 2 details the State rhetoric justifying prison, the 

prison industry in Canada, and examines criticisms levelled against the use of prison as 

punishment. The work of Claire Culhane, Canada's foremost prisoners' rights activist 

and prison abolitionist, is central to the prison abolition platform. For over 20 years, until 

her death in 1996, Claire corresponded with prisoners in an effort to alleviate the 

injustices in what she saw as an inhumane and demeaning system. Her collection of 

correspondence provides "voice" for prisoners in an area that they have been typically 

excluded. In chapters 3 and 4, the correspondence between Claire Culhane, prisoners, 

and third-party individuals is investigated in an effort to determine the issues of concern 

for individuals subjected to imprisonment. Indepth interviews were also conducted with 

8 "lifers" from Mission Institution - Pacific Region - to compare documented 

experiences of imprisonment (the correspondeace) with current experiences (the "lifers"). 

Chapter 5 summarizes the arguments against prison as an effective method of 

social control. Furthennore, the prison abolition platfcrm is stressed as an appropriate 

alternative to the ltse of prison. Hard choices must be undertaken in order to reform the 

current system of punishment, rather than incremental changes that maintain the status 

qtso and provide a quick cure or easy answer. 



S~cial Control and Societal Ordering 

Crime control policies, law and order campaigns, punishment practices, and the 

discursive debate over retribution and rehabilitation have featured prominently in the 

rhetorical objectives of the State concerning crime, criminals, societal protection, and 

social order. These rhetorical objectives of what can be considered contemporary 

crimiml og ical discourses appear to offer solutions or remedies to apparent problems. 

Yet when these "solutions" and "problems" are deconstructed, it becomes clear that they 

are difficult to differentiate because both involve some form of social creation and 

validation on the part of the State. I have termed the objectives of criminological 

discourse "rhetorical" because the problems and solutions are merely different 

expressions of the same ideological endeavour: namely societal ordering and social 

control. Control presupposes a need for order. The focus is on the impetus for State 

involvement, and what form that involvement should take contextualized within the 

Stateconstructed 'problem/solution" vortex. 

Resistance and the role of human agency feature prominently in this thesis. 

Opponents to the rhetorical social control policies and instances of societal ordering have 

worked at many different levels to rectify injustices in the system. Some have attempted 

to change the system - macrostrucrural reform - while others have looked for change at a 

grass-roots level. The debate over incarceration in Canada is exemplified best through 

the action and writing of the late Claire Culhane, Canada's foremost prison abolitionist. 

Fighting against injustices in the prison system for over two decades, Claire was both 

rwile-4 and honoured by the State. Validation of Claire's work occurred late in her 

SmggJe against prisoas, and seemed ill placed as the very structure Claire had fought 



against for over 20 years celebrated her unending resolve to rights the wrongs in an unjust 

system. For Claire, it was the recognition of the prison abolition cause that was 

important, not the gratification of the advocates working toward it. And while 

recognition of the prison abolition cause was identified through Claire's work, little has 

actually changed with respect to carceral practices in Canada. 

Critics of the current punishment paradigms that inform correctional poticy in 

Canada and elsewhere, and advocates of prison abolition point to the failure (Foucault, 

1977) or fiasco (Mathiesen 1990) of prison. Yet prisons still exist. 1n;fividuals are still 

sent to prison even though the prison has failed. Through myth and manipulation of 

information, the State has been able to justify the continued existence of prison in light of 

its obvious failure. This thesis explores State control policies, focussing on imprisonment 

and especially the nature of confinement as experienced by prisoners. Human agency and 

resistance against injustice are explored in terms of the actions of Claire Culhane and 

individuals directly under the influence of the monolithic State control apparatus. 

According to Claire Culhane: 

People must know what is happening. They must care about what is 
happening. They must begin to do whatever they are capable of doing, 
individually and collectively. Somewhere in the human organism there is 
an ear that will listen, a mind that will open, a heart beat that will quicken 
and a voice that will clamour for the conversion of an order which exalts 
'Business as  usual' over one which honours concern for others. And when 
enough people realize this and organize themselves to act upon their 
convictions, it will change. (Claire Culhane, 1972) 



The State and State Control 

There are more instances of the abridgement of the freedom of the people 
by the gradual and silent encroachment of those in power, than by violent 
and sudden usurpation. (James Madison) 

In Theories of the State (1987) Vincent sets out several concerns in 

conceptualizing and analyzing the modem State. At a specific micro-interpretive level he 

proposes that to think about society or "lifen is to implicate State involvement. Our lives 

are spent within the confines of the State. According to Vincent, "statehood not only 

represents a set of institutions but also a body of attitudes, practices and codes of 

behaviour, in short civility, which we associate correctly with civilization" (Vincent 

1987,4). He proposes that to "speculate about our relation to the State we need to know 

something of the theory of states" (Vincent 1987, 3). Central to this conceptualization 

concerning our relation to the State is the notion of reflexivity: that individuals are at 

once shaped by the superstructure of the State, ~ h i l e  at the same time are active 

participants structuring its organization and functioning. 

Vincent cautions that "the State is neither a neutral institution which we can 

afford to ignore nor has it arisen out of pure chance or accident" (Vincent 1987,3). State 

theorizing in terms of the form and structure of the State can be understood in a 

contextualization of the particular underlying political and legal tenets operating to 

develop and organize the State apparatus. FOT Vincent "it is [the] ideas of the State which 

often determine both the form of the State and our attitude to it" (Vincent 1987, 3). 

State conceptualizations are often hindered by unclear terminology. Vincent 

claims that "there is often considerable conceptual puzzlement surrounding the idea of the 



State, specifically in relation to other concepts such as society, community, nation, 

government, crown [and] sovereignty" (Vincent 1987.3). These concepts are often 

confused with or substituted for the notion of the State. To confuse these concepts with 

the State is to the miss nuances as they relate to the State within the diverse and divergent 

theoretical contexts. 

The state - or apparatus of "government" - appears to be everywhere, 
regulating the conditions of our lives from birth registration to death 
certification. Yet, the nature of the State is hard to grasp. This may seem 
peculiar for something so pervasive in public and private life, but it is 
precisely this pervasiveness which makes it difficult to understand. There 
is nothing more central to political and social theory than the nature of the 
State, and nothing more contested. (Held 1983, 1) 

The concept of "the State" can be misleading, as the singular noun implies 

personification. According to Miliband in The State in Capitalist Society ( 1  973) "the 

state is not a thing," and he suggests that "what the state stands for is a number of 

particular institutions which, together, constitute its reality, and which interact as parts of 

what may be called the state system" (Miliband 1973,49). The State is comprised of the 

government, the administration, :he military and the pol ice, the judicial branch, sub- 

central government and parliamentary assemblies (Miliband, 1973, 50). The "state 

system" is reflective of the interrelationships among these component parts (Millband 

Vincent proposes that a State has a monopoly of control over a population or 

citizenry in a geographically defined region (Vincent 1987). He adds that the State 

exhiiits a particular hegemonic arrangement based on a legal predominance or 

domination over all aspects of civil society within the region (Vincent 1987,20-21). 

Maximum control of natural and public resources and force rests with the State. The 



State and law become synonymous with one another as "law originates with the State" 

(Vincent, 1987: 20). Furthermore, this monopoly is recognized as necessary. For 

Vincent, the State is sovereign: within a particular region the State has no major rivals, 

and "it is recognized by other States as a separate unit" (Vincent 1987,20). The most 

compelling feature of the State is that it is a "continuous public power ... distinct from 

both ruler and ruled" (Vincent l987,2l). This autonomous feature of the State is often 

why it is credited with a personality. 

Central to an ideology of the State is the conceptualization of hegemony. In 

accordance with Grarnsci, hegemony involves the dominance attained by consent, rather 

than by force, of a particular group or class over others. It is attained through the 

abundance of ways in which "social institutions shape directly or indirectly the cognitive 

and/or affective structures whereby individuals in society perceive social reality" 

(Pellicani, 1981) and problematic considerations. Hegemony cannot simply be reduced 

to a relationship consisting of only coercion, but in actuality, involves consent by the 

subordinate classes. 

In terms of State hegemony, Gramsci proposes that the State is not mere force, but 

involves a system made up of rules, procedures, norms and mores shared by all social 

classes (Pellicani, 1981 1. The State's construction of hegemony begins with management. 

This management focusses on solutions to social problems and struggles effectively for 

their solution. Management enables control. Gramsci suggests that instability exists 

when the problem-solving capacities of the "rulers" begin to fail and State hegemony 

enters a crisis. During this crisis, control keeps the threatened social and political forces 

itt power for only a short period of time (Gramsci, 1971). 
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Insight into Canadian strategies for hegemonic maintenance has been provided by 

Hatt et al. Using the foundation provided by Gramsci, they propose a "managing 

consent" approach that emphasizes the 'generation of public [acquiescence], while 

avoiding [overt] ... confrontation" (Hatt et al. 1991,63). In the managing consent 

approach, conflict is institutionalized and "political problems are turned into technical ,.. 

ones" (Hatt et al. 1991,64)+ "Problems are defined as procedural abnormalities in the 

actions of individuals or hreaucracies," and solutions to these problems tend not to focus 

on the "underlying structural causes" (Hatt et al. 1991,64). Furthermore, when problems 

have been acknowledged by State officials, blame has been attributed to: 

"mismanagement of previous administrations"; the "existence of disruptive elements in 

society"; or "international factors and pressures" (Hatt et al. lWl,64). Overall, when 

problems have been identified, solutions have focused on incremental "fixes" or 

adjustments rather than attempts at structural change. 

The management and development of solutions in the maintenance of State 

hegemony is very problematic. With the "managing consent" approach, the impending 

collapse of Canadian social and political control has been avoided by the State. This has 

been accomplished through processes of marginalizing and individualizing problems, and 

diffusion and displacement of responsibility. 

The Canadian State 

As the end of the twentieth century approaches, the dominant political theorizing 

on the State has become increasingly neo-conservative. Attacks on the Liberal and 

Pluralist perspectives have become commonplace, and Marxism as well as Neo-Marxist 



perspectives have been further marginalized as a result of radical political changes in the 

global order (Marchak 1993). 

In direct opposition to the radical leftist ideology of the mid-nineteenth to mid- 

twentieth century, and Liberal democratic ideology of the early eighteenth century and its 

re-emergence in the mid-twentieth century, the "new right" or "neoconservatism" has re- 

emerged as a dominant political force. There is nothing really new about the re- 

emergence of the "new right" - it is "* the most repressive and exploitative face of 

capital" (Horton 1981,8). A fundamental departure point concerning the political agenda 

of the new right from that of liberal ideology is the rejection of the Keynesian consensus 

of the post-war era (Horton 1981; Marchak 1993). 

The Canadian neo-conservative experience differs from many other western 

nations. The differences become evident from the lack of an overt government shift to 

the political right. The political ideologies of the Canadian State involve a search for 

"national consensus" - to achieve and maintain legitimacy through consensus, not 

cwflict. Central to the uniqueness of the Canadian neo-conservative experience is the 

hegemonic power of the State. Hatt et al. propose that the Canadian neoconservative 

experience has been characterized by "... a preoccupation with monetary as opposed to 

social policyw and "... by a practical administrative approach rather than by an ideological 

or moralistic one" (Ha# et aI. 1990). They suggest that the Canadian hegemonic order is 

embodied in the "managing consent" model, which takes into consideration the historical 

and cultural realities of Canada's political economy (Hatt et al. 1991). The Canadian 

political economy is central to the unique Canadian neo-conservative experience Watt et 

al. 1991). A distinguishing feature of neoconservatism experienced in Canada fiom that 



of om western cultures is the concept ofpmtectiveejustice (public protection). This is a 

major conceptual departure from the traditional neo-conservative ideology of the law and 

mder campaigns, and it provides a unique slant to the neo-conservative experience in 

Canada. Protective juslice refers to the government's commitment to protect the public 

tilrough the effective use of the criminal justice system. The primary purpose of criminal 

justice policy is to protect people "within a tradition of principled and just measures of 

control" (Hatt et al. 1990)- The protective justice strategy of the Canadian government 

attempts to provide a sense of protection by the State (as opposed to "from the State" as is 

the case in a traditional law and order strategy). Inherently problematic to this strategy is 

that while attempting to provide a sense of protection or security, the State 

contriiutes to the public's fear of crime and its perception that Canadian 

society is violent and dangerous. 

Fear of crime and perception of a violent and dangerous society are informed by 

State and mass media. The State's contribution to public perception is an inherent 

part of the protective justice approach; however, the mass media's coverage of crime and 

criminality in Canada (and imported from the United States) typically portrays the State 

in a negative or at least ambiguous light, specifically with respect to how the State fails to 

protect people. This portrayal by the media is a necessary component of the protective 

justice approach as it reinforces the need for greater protection by the State. As a desire 

for change and greater protection are called for, the State has traditionally used this as a 

justification for increasingly punitive measures. 

Traditional law and order and crimecontrol campaigns are subject to this 

potential for failure and wllapse of the hegernonic order due largely to the public's 



perception that the State is unable to eradicate the crime problem. In Canada, criminal 

justice policy has not been influenced entirely by traditional law and order campaigns, but 

rather focusses on public protection and protective justice. This protective justice 

approach provides a safeguard against the collapse of State hegemony. State hegemony 

is maintained, and even strengthened because of the distinct differences compared to a 

law and order hegemonic arrangement. Fundamental to protective justice, the State is 

perceived by the public to be the protector of society against crime and criminality. 

When policies fail or the public perceives an increased threat, State hegemony is not 

threatened, but actually strengthened as consent is given freely and unconditionally to the 

State by the public to do what is necessary to reinforce the perception of protection and 

safety. Interestingly, as criminal justice policy is typically reactive and responds to crime 

and criminality after the fact, the assurances of State protection becomes a point of 

secondary concern. Specifically for maintaining and strengthening State hegemony it is 

theperception of protection that is relevant to the protective justice approach. With 

failing criminal justice policies and the public's demand for more protection, the State's 

monopoly of powerlforce increases. 

The prevalence of incarceration, specifically in the use of prisons as a method of 

social control, has risen dramatically since the end of the nineteenth century. The 

questions that are raised with respect to the rhetoric of social defencelcontrol and the use 

of prison as a means to achieve this end focus on issues of power relations (hegemony) 

and on social perceptions concerning crime, the criminal and the purpose of punishment. 



The Right to Punish 

Theories of crime and punishment span time and cultures. They are tied to the 

state of human development in terms of intellectual, cultural, and moral growth. The 

evolution of intellectual history has influenced the conceptualization of crime and the 

subsequent objectives and/or modes of punishment. These crime and punishment 

paradigms have met with widespread acceptance and disapproval both at the time of their 

inception and in their rediscovery by contemporary criminological theorists. 

With the advent of modem science, particularly biology, the free will of the 

species was gradually replaced with theories of the criminal as a biological entity. 

Contemporary theories have shifted away from a focus on physical characteristics as a 

cause of criminality (but not altogether) to interdisciplinary theories (a blending of 

sociological, psychological, political, and economic considerations) premised on an 

interplay of free will, constructionism, powerknowledge, and determinism, 

Modes of punishment have emerged from the objectives of social ordering based 

on particular crime and punishment paradigms. While punishment was typically inflicted 

upon the "body" - exorcism, stoning, public torture, and death - contemporary 

punishment practices shifted to the "soul" - incarceration and surveillance (Foucault 

1977). During earlier times punishment was cruel, brutal, and coercive. Modem 

punishment practices have been subjugated by the power/knowledge relationship; no 

longer is the practice of punishment overtly based on pain and suffering, but on 

normalizing deviancy (Foucault 1977). Corrective sanctions are employed in an effort to 

induce conformity, based upon notions of normal behaviour (Garland 1990, 145). 



Knowledge of normal behaviour results from surveillance and examination (Garland 

1990,145). 

Normalization (Foucault 1977) is the process of "assessing the individual in 

relation to a desired standard of conduct: a means of knowing how the individual 

performs, watching his movements, assessing his behaviour, and measuring it against the 

rule" (Garland 1990,145). Having moved to a power/knowledge formulation of 

punishment, Garland (1990) suggests that "the process of punishing is not essentially 

different from that of educating or curing and it tends to be represented as merely an 

extension of these less coercive processes" (151). Current notions of punishment are 

informed by the corrections and corrective discourse (treatment). Pain and suffering are 

no longer rational justifications for punishment practices; however, "the punitive spirit 

has survived unscathed behind the mask" of treatment (American Friends Service 

Committee l971,26). 

Punishment does not flow fmm a single meaning or purpose. It must be viewed 

as "a social artefact serving a variety of purposes and premised upon an ensemble of 

social forces" (Garland 1990,20). Objectively, punishment is a means of addressing 

criminal and deviant behaviour. Subjectively, punishment is an "expression of state 

power, a statement of collective morality, a vehicle for emotional expression, an 

economically conditimed social policy, an embodiment of current sensibilities, and a set 

of symbols which display a cultural ethos and help create a social identity" (Garland 

1930,287). 

For F o d f  Garland, Christie, Mathiesen, and Faith, the application of 

ptglishment is importsmt, and especially in the "cafceral" powers of detention and 



incarceration. In the next chapter, I set out some of the arguments taken by prison 

abolitionists. Abolitionists do not see the prison as a necessary evil, but as an Institution 

that disguises social oppression, and which ultimately acts to demean prisoners and those 

responsible for their captivity. 



CHAPTER 2 

PRISON AND THE ABOLITION MOVEMENT 

The Prison 

Contemporary penology has allowed for the manifestation of "social revenge and 

securing social protection, and G an 'elegant' method of expressing collective sadism" 

(Barnes 1972, 187). The prison has also semed as a "social catharsis" whereby individual 

guilt and social ills were scapegoated on a particular "criminal" group and imprisonment 

symbolized the causes of disharmony in the social structure (Barnes 1972, 187). There 

are two damaging aspects of the penal system. First, wanton cruelty realized in the 

treatment of prisoners under the auspices of social control. And second, damage to the 

public welfare in general, In terms of the first damaging aspect, the harms inflicted upon 

the individual within the penal system are hard to miss. The second aspect, the harm to 

society, is much more difficult to ascertain. According to Barnes (1972) %]he savagery 

of contzmporary imprisonment offers a vicarious release of ... sadistic traits under 

respectable and approved circumstances, whereas relatively few individuals would 

personally and individually find themselves able to carry out, or to admit themselves 

subject to, such obviously sadistic impulsesn (186). 

Themes of revenge, retribution, and protection underlie the arguments for prisons. 

As a social institution the penal discourse has veiled this social rhetoric in terms of a 

correctional philosophy (Kwartler 1977). This has served to legitimize the vengeful spirit 

of society, as  well as the excessive use of force, coercion, and violations of human rights 

on the part of the State. The application of punishment has shifted symbolically from the 

more primitive form of -mob vengeance" (Barnes 1972,186) to socially legitimate 



practices based on a bureaucratic process and custodial restraint (American Friends 

The Prison as Social Defence 

The great enemy of clear language is insincerity. When there is a gap 
between one's real and one's declared aims, one turns as it were 
instinctive1 y to long words and exhausted idioms, like a cuttlefish 
squirting out ink. (George Orwell "Politics and the English Language") 

Much of the correctional literature has focused on the utility of prison rather than 

on normative issues arising out of a consideration of imprisonment. Criticisms of the 

utility of contemporary penal systems are not new. The abi!ity of the prison to address 

issues of crime and criminality have been questioned since about thc mid-eighteenth 

wntury (Rutherford 1986; Foucault 1977). Essentially, there have been four driving 

ideologies behind the prison effectiveness debate: Rehabilitation, Specifc detemence, 

Incapacitation, and Stigmatization (McMahon 1392; Mathiesen 1990; Rutherford 1985). 

These four purposes have informed the ideological discourses within the criminal justice 

system and have typically been espoused in order to justify the continuation of an 

inherently flawed punishment practice. 

Rehabilitation is the foremost philosophy in contemporary penal practice. 

Without the rhetoric of rehabilitation - the corrective aspect of incarceration - the 

practice of cmfmewent is nothing more than cruel and unusual punishment. The 

correaive nature of the prison discourse was the turning point in punishment practices 

(Foucault 1977)- The ideology of rehabilitation - the "return to competencen (Mathiesen 

1990,22) or normalizing deviancy (Foucault 1977; Garland 1990) - is as "old as the 



p r i m  i ~ l f "  (Mathiesen l!E@. 22). Time becomes the central feature in the 

m t e r n p a r y  prison system, time presumably used to rehabilitate. 

Since the end of the Second World War, the effectiveness of rehabilitation has 

been called into question WcMahon 1992, 13). In 1974, Martinson's claim that "nothing 

w d s "  heralded in a new era of criticism of prison rehabilitation programmes. The 

effectiveness of these programmes was based on recidivism rates, and this was the only 

criterion for ascertaining the effectiveness of rehabilitation (McMahon 1992). The 

rehabilitation ideal has never been realized. The prison has "never rehabilitated people in 

practice" (Mathi- 1990,40). Thus, rehabilitation has never completely normalized the 

deviant. nor has it led to the "return to competence" (Mathiesen 1990,40). 

There ane key reasons for the failure of the prison system to rehabilitate. Some 

are based on individual desire and responsibility for change, others on the prison 

environment and structure For any change to occur, it first must be desired. To be 

"cured* is to acknowledge a sickness or problem. The "coercive cure" is the imposition 

of tmammt u p  individual offenders who typically do not want what they may need 

(Morris 1974)- Treatment and rehabilitation programmes focus primarily on the 

individtd and do not make any attempts to integrate the individual into the social 

stnrchrre. Social ills and problems have been negated either as a correlation to criminal 

behaviour. or cwtrlbutor to future criminality. The individual desire to rehabilitate is 

blw&d by the coercive nature of the prism structure: "[tlhe prison today is inherently 

coercive in all its ;Ispects, A mvement from coerced change to the facilitation of self- 

change will FequiFe the desiga both of a substantially new 

-ally cliff- sptem of criminal justicen (Monis 

model of prison and of a 

1974,26). 



According to the "Iifers" I interviewed at Mission Institution, prison treatment 

programmes are accepted by prisoners, not as a means to better themselves, but as a 

means to attain privileges, parole being the most sought after. This is not to suggest that 

all prisoners view treatmentperse in this way, only that the coercive nature of the prison 

does not slow for the infusion of the individual prisoner's determination in rehabilitative 

programming. The desire to change is displaced by the need to progress through the 

penal system with as little confrontation as possible. Prisoners are assessed 

psychologically when they first enter an Institution and a correctional plan is developed 

that includes the rehabilitative programmes that Institutional authorities deem necessary 

for the prisoner. The coercive element of both the prison and treatment programmes is 

evident in that Case Management workers determine what programmes are needed for 

each prisoner, and when they are to take them. In this way prisoners must take the 

programmes they have fxen assessed in need of to maintain their current security level 

rating, pay level, job placement, and family visitation. To resist is to suffer particular 

infringements at the discretion of prison officials. If a prisoner chooses to not participate 

in prison programmes, that individual is labelled unrernorseful and "in denial." Prison 

transfers to less secure facilities will rarely be accepted if prisoners' correctional plans are 

not followed, or if programmes have not been completed. Also, prisoners can be sent to 

higher security prisons as a result of "failure" to participate in correctional programmes. 

Types of prison programming also relate to the rehabilitative ideal. Living Skill 

Programming (Cognitive Skills, Livrng without Violence, Parenting Skills, Anger and 

Emotion Management, md Leisure Education and Community Integration), Cognitive 

Skills Training Prograolme, Substance Abuse Intervention, The Offender Substance 



Abuse Pre-Release Programme (OSAPP), Sex Offender Treatment Programmes, and 

Family Violence Programmes are supported by Corrections Canada (Correctional Service 

of Canada 1994,40-43). These programmes do not focus on the individual as a & 

entity who is part of a larger social structure. The contemporary focus of rehabilitation is 

on individual assessments and rehabilitative programming, whereby the problem is 

located within the individual, not society. By locating the problem within the individual, 

recidivism is not a failure of rehabilitation, but a wilful failure of the individual to take to 

the rehabilitative process. Thus punishment is revisited on the prisoner. In this way 

criticism can be deflected from the failure of the rehabilitative ideal to the incorrigible 

criminal. Rothrnan (1 97 1) has termed this process the "noble lie"; i.e. that prison serves 

the rehabilitative ideal. Instead, the rehabilitative ideal serves the prison specifically, and 

the punishment ideal in general. 

Speczjic deterrence implies the elimination of future criminality for a particular 

offender. Specific deterrence is included under the umbrella of the rehabilitative ideal. 

While recidivism rates are linked to the effectiveness of rehabilitative programmes, the 

potential for institutional crime is not a factor in the determination of future criminality, 

as the "out of sight, out of mind" attitude is evoked by society. Institutional crime is a 

serious consideration when examining the specific deterrent justification. While society 

at large is not subject &.J repetitive victimization by an incarcerated individual (but only 

during the period of imprisonment) - thereby fulfilling the objective of social defence and 

incarceration - prisoners are wards of the State and as such should have the protection 

from harm that is espoused by the State to the larger non-criminal society. "Penal 

institutions are a microcosm of the violent world which generates them. Attempts to 
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separate the violence of the prison system from this reality is a political naivetk which 

Canadians can ill-afford" (Culhane 1985, 148). Specific deterrence will only be effective 

if individuals are incarcerated for life, with no possibility of parole. Since only a small 

minority will serve true life sentences and die in prison, and thus parole is a viable 

attainment for virtually every offender, specific deterrence is not applicable as a 

justification for social defence. 

Impri'sonrnent is usually the manifestation of incapacitation; however, capital 

punishment is also a technique. Imprisonment is unlike any other type of non-custodial 

punishment. Imprisonment can be characterized by four distinct characteris tics. 

Imprisonment describes the process of "doing time," involves the denial of basic freedom 

of choice, affects the prisoner's family, and creates a "convict" stigma for the prisoner. 

"Imprisonment is irrevocable" (Rutherford 1986, 13). Time spent in prison can 

never be restored. This presents a highly problematic issue for those individuals wrongly 

convicted as time cannot be repaid (Rutherford 1986, 13). The denial of basic freedom of 

choice is central to the notion of imprisonment. Basic choices of everyday life are 

limited; individuality is reduced. Not only is the prisoner denied the ability to make such 

basic choices, but he or she is also separated from loved ones and placed into close 

proximity with often disliked individuals. Conjugal and family visits, while allowing for 

some outside contact, are no substitute for a social and family life: 

Living in a prison is living in a small, closely-defined world in which 
everything is exaggerated: rumors, tensions, the power of one individual 
over others who cannot get away. There is the huge contrast between 
space and time, space Wig confined and time seeming endless. There is 
the inability to make a choice or decide for yourself, there is the 
compliance with orders, rules and regulations. There is rage and 
resentment and rebellion; and there is the boredom, the lying on the bed 



and staring at the wall. There is the lack of identity, being a number, one 
amongst hundreds of other prisoners, all dressed the same. mare (1973: 
46-47). 

Gramsci was imprisoned by Mussolini during World War Ilt, when the 

Communist party was outlawed. He remained in prison until his death. In Letternfrom 

Prison (1973), describing his prison experience, Gramsci states "I turn and turn in my cell 

like a fly that doesn't know where to die" (199). Oscar Wilde (1854-1900), the Anglo- 

Irish playwright, was imprisoned for two years and in De Profundis (1 905) wrote: " [w]e 

who live in prison, and in whose lives there is no event but sorrow, have to measure time 

by throbs of pain, and the record of bitter moments." 

The issue of imprisonment has received criticisms that it is too soft on the 

offender. Prisoners' personal belongings in the form of televisions, video cassette 

recorders, computers, and stereos have come under attack, as certain Institutions - 

Ferndale and William Head, for example - are also decried for being unprison like. It has 

been suggested that prisoners' cells or "houses" (prison slang for cell) are more than 

adequate. However, no matter how cells are decorated, and what the contents of the cell 

may be, the fact is that they are approximately 6 foot by 9 foot boxes, they have bars on 

the windows, and prisoners are locked down for certain periods of time. Violations of 

liberties and human rights in the name of prison justice are also problematic in a 

consideration of imprisonment (von Hirsh 1976). In increasing numbers, many prisoners 

are being double bunk& two individuals are now in the space that was previously 

occupied by one prisoner. The issue of personal security, be it physical, sexual, 

psychological, andor emotional, becomes central to the problem of double bunking, and 

overcrowding in general. 



Double bunking has already been identified as a problem. Solitary 

confinement/secure custody, Special Handling Units (SHUs) , forced involuntary 

transfers, search and seizures, physical and psychological abuse, and discrimination are 

other issues that have warranted concern by reformists (Lowe 1992,280) as well as 

correctional personnel. Claire Culhane fiercely opposed SHUs. Claire was also 

concerned with the issue of prison overcrowding: personal security for prisoners and 

privacy featured prominently in her concerns. Unfortunately, reform has often been used 

as a justification for more punitive sanctions rather than minimizing the already existing 

ones; "much that passes for reform is a facade or serves strictly institutional ends" 

(American Friends Committee 1971, 33). The practice of such punitive violations is 

legitimated in the name of justice (American Friends Committee, 1971). The law, as it 

applies to all citizens, appears to limit its scope to those not incarcerated, thereby 

virtually ignoring those imprisoned. Prisoners are left to the exclusive and arbitrary 

control of the prison administration and are subject to the equally arbitrary institutional 

rules (Cohen et al. 1979,19). 

Incapacitation is also tied to the notion of specific deterrence. The objectives of 

specific deterrence are similar to those of rehabilitation - the attempt to eradicate 

undesirable behaviour through a process of normalization and corrective programming. 

Incapacitation also shares with specific deterrence "the notion that by applying a penal 

sanction the offender is prevented from committing further offences" (Rutherford 1986, 

9). Imprisonment as incapacitation will only serve to "shift the location of some crime 

from the general community to prison", and "the criminogenic influences of the prison 

may increase the likelihood of further offending" (Rutherford l986,llj. 



St igm is the fourth purpose in the justification of prison. There are sociological 

and psychological impacts resulting from the stigmatization of convicts. The 

psychological effect "induces dependency on institutional life, providing a more 

predictable environment than the outside world" (Rutherford 1986, 14). The denial of 

personal choice as a function of the prison experience renders the prisoner incapable of 

surviving in the outside world. This is particularly true for prisoners serving long 

sentences (Zubricky 1984). Not only do these individuals become dependent on the 

Institution, but the world they left is by no means the world into which they will released. 

The changing nature of society coupled with the process of becoming institutionalized 

serves to debilitate the individual, sometimes to the extent that prison is the only place the 

ex-convict feels any sense of belonging and/or is comfortable. Institutionalization 

provides identity, it creates and maintains the only identity to which an individual can 

relate. 

The sociological impact of stigmatization results from non-imprisoned society 

(Braithwaite 1989). Having served their time, prisoners are released supposedly having 

paid their debt to society. Once prisoners are released the real punishment begins: the 

citizenry are able to punish the offender regardless of prison time served. The punitive 

nature of society becomes evident in limited access for the ex-prisoner to "social, 

educational, and employment opportunities" (Rutherford 1986,14). Also, calls for 

offender registries (predominantly for sex offenders), national tracking systems, and 

information to communities concerning residency status of ex-prisoners are some of the 

recent propods in the name of increased accountability on the part of the criminal justice 

system. At no time does reintegration, social harmony, restitution, and/or reparation 



enter into the community equation. It could be argued that by removing the vietim 

(symbolically society) from the process of justice, the State has in effect created two 

systems of justice/punishrnent: one official system based on legal sanctions, and an 

informal system based on social pressure and social sanctions. 

The Prison as Social Control 

For some critics imprisonment is the process of warehousing problems. It means 

"being shut away - out of sight, out of mind" (Cohen et al. 1978, 1). The prison 

functions not merely to enclose those unlucky or evil enough to be caught up in the 

machinery of the criminaI justice system, but also bars the rest of society from the 

knowledge of what actually occurs in penal institutions. The prison "not only encloses 

prisoners, but also prevents those on the outside from knowing anything about what is 

done to prisoners in their name* (Cohen et al. 1978,l). The duality of prison as a form 

of social control - the control of the criminal classes and the control of society - is crucial 

for social ordering. The State "needs us to know that people are being sent to prison and 

it needs to know everything about its prisoners ... But neither we nor the prisoners must 

know what is really happening to them" (Cohen et al. 1978, 1). 

Rehabilitation, deterrence, and public protection are social creations. The 

power/knowledge dimension of penal practices demonstrates the futility of the prison as 

an institution, and points to the social control of non-imprisoned society as a latent 

function of punishment. If you commit a crime you will go to jail. This assertion is thb: 

basis for the continuation the prison system. It is the threat of prison as an ideal that may 

work as a deterrent, not the day-today operations of prison. What happens once 

incarcerated is a moot point for it is not the corrective aspect of prison that acts as the 



social control function, but the idea of the prison as punishment. "The penitentiary 

system ... [is a] key element in the web of coercion. The role of the penitentiary is to 

provide a means by which the established order may maintain physical and psychological 

control, and/or the threat of such control ..." (Gosselin 1982, 97). When day-to-day 

events of prison life become general information, society gains knowledge and the power 

of the State is diminished. If members of society were to gain the knowledge that prison 

simply shifts problems from one period in time to another, then the conceptualization of 

the prison as punishment begins to be called into question. 

Calls for "tougher" punishment policies typify the punitive spirit of society based 

on the lack of knowledge concerning penal practices. The social control of society by the 

State is facilitated by this lack of understanding, evident in current societal desire for 

longer incarceration periods. The private members bill calling for the eradication of 

s.745 of the Criminal Code - the Judicial Review of life sentences - and petitions calling 

for tougher sanctions for youths and tightening up the Young Offenders Act epitomize 

the punitive spirit of society. The failure of prison (Foucault 1977) is itself the impetus 

for increasing State power. The prison is so entrenched and entwined in the social 

structure that the failure of the system does not lead to abolition of the prison, but to a 

continuation of incarceration based on a renewed vigour on the part of both the State and 

society. In this way society is contributing to its own control based on the State's 

manipulation of information and power imbalance. This powerhowledge relationship is 

illustrative of the Grarnscian conceptualization of hegemony. The State maintains 

hegemonic control of the populous - criminal and non-criminal alike - through the 

manipulation of information, whereby the non-criminal component of society actively 



contributes to its own suppression. And force is used against the criminal component of 

society, but it is justified and legitimized by the non-criminal component. 

To assert in any case that a man must be absolutely cut off from society 
because he is absolutely evil amounts to saying that society is absolutely 
good, and no-one in his right mind will believe this today. (Albert Camus, 
Resistance, Rebellion and Death: Reflections on the Guillotine) 

The Prison Industry 

The Correctional Service of Canada (CSC) consists of forty-one Federal 

Institutions (increasing to forty-five with the closure of the Kingston Prison for Women 

and the opening of five regional women's facilities), sixteen Community Correctional 

Centres, and sixty-five parole offices (Correctional Service of Canada 1994, 10). The 

mission statement of the CSC is: 

The Correctional Service of Canada, as part of the criminal justice system, 
contributes to the protection of society by actively encouraging and 
assisting offenders to become law-abiding citizens, while exercising 
reasonable, safe, secure and humane control. (Correctional Service of 
Canada 1994, X) 

There are also 161 Provincial and Territorial Correctional Facilities operating in 

Canada. Approximately 31,700 people were confined in Canadian penal institutions in 

1992-1993. Of these, 14,000 thousand were held in federal institutions. About 98% of 

Canadian prisoners are men. There are 323 "On-register" female prisoners in both federal 

and provincial custody. "On-register" offenders include "federal prisoners incarcerated in 

provincial institutions, and provincial offenders incarcerated in federal institutions under 

federallprovincial exchange-of-service agreements. It also includes offenders on federal 

day parole, temporary absence, or work release" (Correctional Service of Canada 1994, 

xvi). The small percentage of female federal prisoners is often overlooked in Canada, 



although female prisoners arc now attracting more serious research and advocacy work 

(Faith 1993; Adelberg and Currie 1993; Carlen 1988). The prison population does not 

fluctuate significantly year by year, so over 30,000 people are incarcerated or under 

release-conditions in Canada on a given day. 

Crime is big business. Over 10,000 people are employed by the CSC. The 1992- 

1993 federal budget for corrections was just over $1 billion (Correctional Service of 

Canada 1994,46-50). This does not include policing costs, courts, aftercare, or other 

aspects of criminal justice. Add in these costs, and the crime control industry involves 

more than $70 billion (Culhane 1991,5). It costs $91,000 annually to incarcerate each 

female prisoner (prisofi for women). The average annual cost for a male prisoner is 

between $36,000 to $70,000, with costs increasing as security classification increases 

(Correctional Service of Canada 1994,49). Average annual cost per incarcerated 

offender is $48,000. In contrast, it only costs $9,422 per year to supervise a released 

offender. 

Despite these massive monetary expenditures, few can argue that imprisonment is 

effective in terms of recidivism. Recidivism is the major concern for the National Parole 

Board The mission statement of the National Parole Board states: 

The National Parole Board, as part of the criminal justice system, makes 
independent, quality conditional release and pardon decisions and 
clemency recommendations. The Board, by facilitating the timely 
reintegrating af offenders as law-abiding citizens, contributes to the 
protection of society (Correction Service of Canada 1W4, XI). 

The Board makes all determinations concerning the six types of conditional 

release: escorted temporary absences (ETAS), unescorted temporary absences (UTAs), 

work release, day parole, full parole, and statutory release. ETAS and UTAs are 



considered the first step in the conditional release process. These absences may be 

granted by the National Parole Board for "medical, administrative, community service, 

family contact, and personal development for rehabilitative reasons" (Correctional 

Service of Canada 1994, XV). In 1992-1993 there were 41,489 ETAs granted. Only 26 

were not completed successfully; 99.94Vo of the ETAs granted during this same time 

period were completed successfully. In this same time period, there were 5,432 UTAs 

granted. Only 42 were unsuccessful while 99.23% were completed successfully 

(Correctional Service of Canada 1994,32). 

As of March 31,1993, of the nearly 18,000 people released on full parole (the 

lesser of one-third of the sentence or seven years, excluding life sentences) between 

1978-1988, 73.6% successfully completed the term of supervision. Parole was revoked 

because of violations of parole conditions in 14.3% of the cases, and only 12.1% were 

returned to prison for commission of a new offence (Correctional Service of Canada 

1994,60). Of the nearly 30,000 people released under mandatory supervision (offenders 

could be released after sewing two-thirds of their sentence with earned remission - time 

off for good behaviow) between 1978-1988, only 53.6% successfully completed the term 

of supervision (which amounts to one-third of their original sentence). The remainder 

were either returned for commission of a new criminal offence (17.1%) or violation sf 

release conditions (29.3%) (Correctional Service of Canada 1994,60-61). 

The Unjust Prison 

For some, the prison is the end-point of a criminal justice system that must 

remove evil indivibds from society. For others, imprisonment itself is a social evil 

(Culhane 1985; Christie 1993; Mathiesen 1990; Hawki i  1976; Klare f 973; Toch 1973). 



In Struggle for Jmice (1971) the American Friends Service Committee argued that 

imprisonment "denies autonomy, degrades dignity, impairs or destroys self-reliance, 

inculcates authoritarian values, minimizes the likelihood of beneficial interaction with 

one's peers, fractures family ties, destroys the family's economic stability, and prejudices 

the prisoner's future prospects for any improvement in his /[her] economic and social 

status" (33). The specific pains inflicted on the individual prisoner involve "the basic 

deprivation of liberty itself, the deprivation of goods and services, the deprivation of 

heterosexual relations, the deprivation of autonomy, and the deprivation of security in 

relation to other inmates ..." (Mathiesen 1999,43). 

Resistance by prisoners to violations of rights and liberties is fraught with the 

potential for reprisal by prison authorities. Prisoners may file grievances against the 

prison for any suspected violations, and are on occasion successful. "The Offender 

Complaint and Grievance Procedure provides opportunity for offenders to complain 

informally and in writingn (Correctional Service of Canada 1994,46). There are three 

administrative levels to the grievance procedure: the warden at the institution, Regional 

Headquarters, and the Commissioner of Corrections (Correctiond Service of Canada 

1994,46). Prisoners may also write to elected and appointed officiaIs (sealed envelopes - 

CSC may not monitor or censor this type of correspondence) and to the Correctional 

Investigator, who is independent frorn CSC and reports to the Solicitor General 

(COrrecfional ! k v  x of Canada 1994,46). 

In light of this formal grievance procedure, I have characterized this process as "to 

win is to lose." If a prisoner wins a grievance, the Institution does not want to appear to 

be hing mtrol aad may exert corrtrol over the individual prisoner with legitimate 



methods but based on illegitimate principles. For example, a prisoner may win a 

grievance concerning a forced involuntary transfer to a higher security prison, be returned 

to the original prison, and then subsequently have a reduction in their pay level due to a 

"rule infraction," be placed in the "hole" on suspicion, or have their "house tossed" 

routinely in search of contraband. 

Power outside of the use of violence does not typically reside with the prisoners. 

They do form alliances and associations - Lifers Groups, Inmate Committees, etc. - and 

these associations have the potential to inform the prison administration of matters 

affecting prisoners (KwartIer 1977). The power of these groups is limited by the 

discretion of the Institution. It is not mandated that the concerns of these groups be 

considered. When these groups are not heard, conflict and unrest is hastened. 

Prison authorities have the power to create and manipulate information to which 

the prisoner is subject. Cohen and Taylor (1 979) suggest that the "very structure of thc 

rules and the way the individual cases have to be referred to the centralized bureaucracy 

ensures that prisoners can never win the elaborate intelligence game which they arc trying 

to play" (19). With violence being a viable option available lo the prisoner, coupled with 

the frustration of playing the loser role for the duration of their sentence, the potential for 

violent eruptions in the form of riots, hostage taking, and institutional abuse is very real. 

When m-violent means have been undertaken by prisoners to initiate change and/or 

divert the poaerrtial for vident outbursts, the response by prison author; ties has typically 

been one of ambivalence- Reisctium by prison authorities to institutional violence on a 

large d e  (work stoppages, riots and hostage takings), or more specifically to the 

potentid for violence by prisoners d l y  take the form of covest rebliatjon On many 



occasions, Ihe Warden of a prison in Canada has responded to claims from prisoners 

concerning the potential for outbursts of violence by stating, essentially, "who cares, I 

have the guards, the guns, and the bullets." This power relationship is captured by 

Power is  not a means, it is an end. One does not establish a dictatorship in 
order to safeguard a revolution; one makes the revolution in order to 
establish the dictatorship- (George Orwell, Nineteen EighpFour) 

J uy to do everything I can for myself while I am in here ... But there are 
times when an inmate has to reach out for outside help and when he does 
there are no one reaching back to give him that help he needs. (Prisoner, 
writing from Ontario in the 1980s)' 

The hidden nature of imprisonment is such that experiences of prison are often 

fad. Certainly, there are prominent accounts of imprisonment in borstals and prisons: 

Behm (England), Jean Genet (France), Roger Caron, Andreas Shroeder, 

Marlene Moore (Canada), and Jack Henry Abbott (United States). Yet for thousands of 

men and women, their incarceration passes without others, except friends and immediate 

family. hearing of their expetierrces. With very few exceptions, there is little discussion 

about imprixmmt within left-progressive circles. In Writers in Prison (1990) Ioan 

Davies examines the nature of yrison writing and provides insight into the literature 

prodw:ed by iodivedlduals who do not -existw in mainstream society. Active in prisoner 

assistance groups, M ShapiBetdin i  received numerous notes and letters from over 

300 Scate and federal pisoners from 1972-1976. In Through the Walk Prison 



Comespondence (1976) the experiences of prisoners are identified. The work makes 

visible knowledge about American prisons. 

In the remaining sections of this chapter, drawing on works of Foucault (1977), 

Garland (1990), Vass (1990), and Mathiesen (1990), some theories of penality are 

examined. The focus is on prison reduction, or prison abolition, and how culture plays a 

large part in how prisoners are conceptualized and treated. In Chapters 3 and 4 the 

findings from the research project centred on correspondence to and from prisoners' 

rights advocate Claire Culhane are presented. This correspondence was typically 

addressed to Claire herself, but in many cases it would be sent to the Prisoners' Rights 

Group. 

Claire Culhane 

How is Claire Culhane? I describe her as fibre: plain, simple, 
straightforward, solid and good for you. (Nancy Poon, personal 
correspondence, January 29,1996). 

Born in 1918 in Montrkl, Claire Culhane was a social activist for all her adult 

life. She was outspoken in condemning Canada's involvement in the Vietnam War, as 

she had worked at a tuberculosis hospital in South Vietnam in 1967. In 1968, disgusted 

with the war and Canada's collaboration in it, she returned to Montreal to organize 

against the war. Her book Why Is Canada in Vietnam ? was one of the few that tore apart 

Canada's image of arms-length involvement from that of the United States. 

Claire's passionate desire to relieve human suffering dictated the tough 
choices she made throughout her life. Her personal experiences and 
knowledge of anti-Semitism: in Quebec, throughout WWII and later in 
Ireland; her struggles against sexism: at home, with religions' dominating 
paternalism and in the very political organization which professed equality 
for all - the Communist Party of Canada; her knowledge and empathy for 
the political struggles: of workers in Spain and their eventual defeat by 



fascists, of the long lines of the unemployed during the depression years 
and of the labour movements, had all been deeply assimilated by this 
remarkable woman who decided that she must speak out and she must 
actively crusade against bigots and against despots. (Horii 1996: 1-2) 

Claire is best remembered for her work as a prison abolitionist. For over 20 years 

(1975 -1996), Ciaire worked for prisoners' rights and improvements in prison conditions, 

with a longer-term view of prison abolition. She hosted a cable television programme 

called Instead of Pnsons, wrote widely on prisons, and corresponded with over a 

thousand prisoners. Her work was not officially honoured until very late in her life. In 

1995, she received the Marlene Moore Award for outstanding service to the community, 

the Canada Volunteer Award Medal and Certificate of Honour, and the Order of 

Canada. Claire was self-effacing, devoted to direct work with prisoners and their 

families. She died in Vancouver on April 28,1996 at the age of 77. Approximately 300 

people attended her memorial service in Vancouver in May 1996, and many sent letters 

of condolences. 

Her life has been the subject of a biography, One Woman Army (Lowe 1992). In 

1976 Claire became a member of the B.C. Penitentiary Citizens' Advisory Committee 

(Culhane 1991, 18). She was the principal person for the Prisoner's Rights Group (PRG) 

for over 21 years (Lowe 1992). The three goals of the PRG were: 

"To help prisoners help themselves when requested to find the best possible medical, 
legal and professional assistance" 
"To help educate the public as to the true nature of the Canadian prison system" 
"To join with the growing movement to abolish the present prison system which is 
recognized as expensive, counter-productive and in many instances, brutal and 
inhumane; and to support instead community-supervised programs, a moratorium on 
new prison construction, and other viable alternatives." 



Claire was taken with a statement from the Coalition for Prisoners' Rights 

Newsletter (New Mexico) in 1980, and this became the motto for the PRG: 

We can't change prisons without changing society. We know that this is a 
long and dangerous struggle. The more who are involved in it the less 
dangerous and the more possible it will be. 

In the initial stages of corresponding, Claire advised strongly for any interested party to 

consider the PRG's three "don'ts": 

(1) "Don't B.S. us - so we don't get left with egg on our face if and when we are able to 
take the particular grievance to the top." 

(2) "Don't expect anything - as, after all we have no clout (power) other than our 
promise to stay with whatever we promise to undertake, and will always maintain 
contact as long as requested." 

(3) "Don't even call on us if you can't take the extra heat that will probably come down 
on you for having contacted us, again for the obvious reason that we are hardly the 
most popular people with the authorities." 

Claire Culhane had to contend with this "lack of popularity," including having 

requests to visit prisoners turned down, often for spurious reasons. The following is an 

excerpt from a Director's decision given to a prisoner who had requested a visit from 

Claire: 

While it is not essential in responding to a grievance that I provide you 
with detailed reasons for refusing a visit, I will briefly tell you why Claire 
Culhane has not been placed on your visiting list. It is our considered 
opinion that there is no relationship of lasting consequence between 
yourself and Ms. Culhane which would be enhanced if she visited you. 
Visits have to have some purpose related to your ultimate resocialization 
and return to society. I have no evidence that Ms. Culhane would 
contribute to this. Therefore she has not been approved for placement on 
your visiting list. 

Claire's twenty-plus-year struggle against injustices in the penitentiaries 

provided a multitude of individuals with a window of hope. Some changes in the 

operating policies and procedures of the Correctional Service of Canada have 



occurred as a direct result of her active activism. However, Claire often 

questioned her impact on the vast bureaucratic superstructure. While the penal 

structure over all has been maintained, many small "wins" can be attributed to 

Claire's direct (and sometimes indirect) involvement. The following quote 

epitomizes Claire's feelings concerning her prison battle: 

Progress is not an illusion, it happens, but it is slow and invariably 
disappointing. (George Orwell, "Inside the Whale and Other Essays") 

Wary and often critical of academia, Claire felt strongly about her causes and 

wrote a few books to get the message out to the larger society. In Barred From Prison 

(1980), Still Ban-edfi-om Prison (1 985), and No Longer Barred From Prison (1991) 

Claire chronicles her battles against injustices experienced by prisoners in the prison 

industry. She presents an abolitionist platform which promotes refom to the system of 

punishment in Canada as plausible and attainable. Claire's work is not without criticism. 

In recent years, high profile murder and sexual assault cases have spawned victims' rights 

groups: CAVEAT, Victims Against Violence International, and the Melanie Carpenter 

Fund. Support for these groups is growing. Support for prisoners however does not 

appear to be growing. In the many conversations that I have had about prisoners' rights 

during the writing of this thesis, individuals would invariably state that "they have too 

many rights." Support for the victims' rights movement detracted from Claire's work 

and cast her in an awkward, if not negative position. While Claire was aware of these 

victims' rights groups, and was supportive of the reasons for their creation, she saw the 

victimization of both the criminal and noncriminal populations and thus a need to help 

those individuals who were susceptible to further victimization, both by the system and 



the general public. In this capacity, Claire acknowledged past harms (victimization) to 

individuals as part of the process of rectifying injustices as they occurrd in prison, in 

order to reduce the potential for future harm to the individual and society in general. This 

is not to suggest that Claire was oblivious to the situation for victims, but that prison as a 

punishment practice was harmful to the prisoner and provided no reparation or restitution 

to the victim specifically, or society in general. Prison abolition does not mean simply 

letting everyone out of prison, but changing the circumstances that contribute to 

criminality (proactive measures) and involving the community in the realizing justice 

rather than revenge (reactive measures). 

Prison Abolition 

Moms (1974,59) questions why an individual should be imprisoned. This 

question leads to a critical assessment of the justifications for the continuation of an 

inherently flawed prison system. Insight into this question ultimately undermines the 

rhetoric of rehabilitation, specific deterrence, incapacitation, and stigmatization, and 

presents a forum whereby the tenets of the prison abolition movement are examined. 

Moms (1974) has suggested that the principles guiding the decision to imprison be based 

on parsimony, dangerousness, and desert. 

Parsimony is based on utilitarian and humanitarian principles and refers to the 

"least restrictive - least punitive - sanctim necessary to achieve defined social purposes" 

(Morris, 1974,61), Any type of sanction beyond the least necessary restrictive or 

punitive sanction is by definition cruelty. 

The issue of dangerousness, while highly contentious, remains ambiguous and 

elusive. Essentially thought of as the probability of future criminal behaviour, 



"dangerousness" has been used as a focal point in the justifications for incarceration: 

namely deterrence and rehabilitation. The ambiguity in the definition of dangerousness 

provides for widespread application and social acceptance. Whether h a m  is personal, 

physical, emotional, economical, or political, the label "dangerous" can be misapplied to 

many offenders. Treatment features prominently in the rhetoric of dangerousness and 

subsequent responses by the State to correct criminal behaviour. 

Dangerousness has been reduced to the claim of certainty of recidivism by 

convicted criminals and used as the justification for incarceration. Incarceration has 

therefore been premised on the notion of "once a criminal, always a criminal." While this 

premise may have some semblance of truth, no facts have "proven" this causal 

relationship. In fact incarceration itself may be the impetus for future criminal behaviour 

rather than prior criminal behaviour. Confinement should only apply to those individuals 

who would be a danger to society were they not confined in the first place. This is a key 

distinction for the advocates of prison abolition (Culhane 1985; Mathiesen, 1990; De 

Folter 1986). 

Desert refers to the maximum sanction limited by what is deserved with reference 

to the crime or crimes committed. This principle is based fundamentally on the notion of 

retribution. According to Moms (1974) "as a matter of justice, the maximum of 

punishment should never exceed the punishment "deserved," either to cure the criminal 

or to protect the citizenry" (73). The ambiguity of what is deserved as a necessary 

component of punishment is quite problematic. Because punishment is deserved on the 

part of a criminal offender is not to suggest that it need be employed by society (or the 

State). The detenninatiOn of what is deserved as punishment varies across time and 



space. Punishment is culturally, socially, economically, and politically specific. Those in 

positions of power, involved in knowledge creation and accumulation, influence and 

manipulate punishment practices that are legitimized under the auspices of State control. 

The determination of "deserved punishment" rests with those in power, and is applied to 

those with the least power (Ericson and Baranek 1982,49). 

A determination of "deserved punishment" is ambiguous, political, and artificial. 

Once the social structural dimensions are analyzed and the contradictions, ambiguities, 

and power differentials realized, the fact that punishment is deserved does not mean that 

it should be imposed in the current mode of imprisonment. 

Historically, critiques of punishment have been presented by both the theoretical 

"right" and the "left". The critics and their critiques of past and contemporary 

punishment paradigms presented in this thesis are typically informed by leftist theory and 

is directed at right wing theorizing. The "left" have and may continue to benefit from left 

realism and history as potential sources of knowledge for the attack on the prison. 

Left realism emerged as a major school of criminology during the 1980s. In 

response to the criticisms levelled at Marxism and left idealism, left realists adopted the 

"good parts" of radical criminology and employed a realist orientation as an alternative 

paradigm (Mathiesen 1990; Bierne and Messerschrnidt 1991; Taylor 1981). "Dedicated 

to the cause of socialism* (Mathiesen 1990, 143-144, and contrary to the left idealist 

supposition that workingclass crime is an illusion, left realists "argue that conventional 

crime is a real problem for the working cIass" (Bierne and Messerschmidt 1991,499). 

Crime control measures are paramount to left realists. A reorganized police force - 

moving away from the military patrol type of policing to community based minimal 



policing (Mathiesen 1990, 145) - is at the core of a socialist criminal policy. Resulting 

from the continuity from radical criminology through left idealism and into left realism, 

left realists anticipate the evolution of a realist paradigm. 

For left realists, the creation of a concrete crime control platform involves a 

number of concepts: "demarginalization," "preemptive deterrence," a "minimal use of 

prisons", an examination of the circumstances of both victim and offender, realistic 

policing and a realistic examination of the current crime problem (Bierne and 

Messerschmidt 1991,499-500). Community service orders, victim restitution 

programmes, decarceration, and rehabilitation feature prominently in this platform. 

While seemingly a concret : crime control platform with tangible tenets, critics of 

left realism have three major objections. Fi.nt, the apparent limitations of left idealism are 

"either untrue or grossly exaggerated (Mathiesen 1990, 146). While the underestimation 

of the impact of traditional crime may have been the case at one time, critical criminology 

has evolved and addressed this shortcoming. While left realists are critical of the 

"glossing over" effect of idealists, opponents suggest that left realists have ignored "the 

complexity, diversity, and insights of the critical criminologies" (McMahon 1988, 113). 

Second, many of the propositions of the left realists are idealistic. This seems especially 

true with respect to the reorganization of the police. Rather than delineating a strategy for 

the reorganization, there appears to be an "outline of the ideal of it" (Mathiesen 1990, 

148). Also, rather than focussing on social remedies, left realists focus on increased 

policing; the promotion of more formal social control by the State (McMahon 1988). 

Third, while mention is made to prison, there is "hardly any [extended] discussion of the 

sanctioning system, and little or no discussion of the prison" (Mathiesen 1990,149). 



Policing is seen as the solution to the crime problem, and prison is left out of the 

equation. 

History may provide evidence that changes are possible. While in the present, 

penal policy may seem unchangeable and permanent, events from the past have shown 

that "major penal systems have been frozen in size, reduced in size,partialfy abolished, 

and fully abolished" (Mathiesen 1990, 152 [italics in original]). 

Prison abolitionists do not seek simply to denounce or eliminate prison in its 

entirety, but to move to a state where conditions lending themselves to the creation of 

crime and criminals are eradicated (Culhane 1990; Mathiesen 1990; McMahon 1992; 

Rutherford 1986). Due to the vastness of such a task, the limitations imposed by fiscal 

restraint, public opinion, and government downsizing, there have been proposals for 

privatization within the criminal justice system. Privatization has already occurred in 

policing, the courts (ADR - alternative dispute resolution), and after care (fee for service 

arrangements with the John Howard Society, Elizabeth Fry Society, Seventh Step, St. 

Leonard's Society, and the Salvation Army to name a few), and it seems to be an 

inevitable situation for prisons (Christie, 1993; McMahon, 1992). For Nils Christie 

(1993), the crime control industry is "in a most privileged position" compared to other 

indwtries. He adds that "there is no lack of raw-material, crime seems to be in endless 

supply" (Christie 1993, 11). Demand for service or product, as in any industry, is central 

to survival. Christie (1993) suggests that "the demands for service, as well as the 

willingness to pay for what is seen as security" are limitless (1 1). 

In moving towards prison abolition, abolitionists question the assumptions that 

have provided justifications for what appears to be irrational crime control policies. 



Steinert (1986) suggests that there are "three assumptions that are all patently wrong" 

(21). The first assumption is that "by doing something to and about individuals who have 

committed and/or may commit" criminal acts, crime can be reduced (Steinert 1986,21). 

The second is that the "criminal law is a suitable and effective instrument to do this. This 

also implies that the State - or more generally: some central authority - is mainly or even 

exclusively responsible for crime policy" (Steinert 1986,21), And third, that 

"punishment , . . is the appropriate and effective means to be used" (Steinert 1986,21). 

Currently, within criminological theory the abolitionist movement is the most radical 

challenge to the criminal justice system (Steinert 1986). 

With diversity in other criminological theories, this is also the case for 

abolitionism. Hulsman, Mathiesen, and Foucault provide the three most prominent 

accounts of abolitionism (De Folter 1986). I have termed the three accounts structural 

abolition (Hulsman), reductionist abolition (Mathiesen), and idealistic abolition 

(Foucault). 

Hulsman calls for the "abolition of the penal system as a whole" (De Folter 1986, 

41). He suggests that "abolition of the penal system as a whole is not a utopia, but rather 

a logical necessity, a realist demarche, and a demand of fairness" (De Folter 1986,42). 

The penal structure is not to be abolished and replaced by "a structure of medical or 

pedagogical treatment" (De Folter 1986,42). The "state level of conflict regulation" 

needs to be replaced with "the face-to face level of more autonomous conflict regulation" 

(De Folter 1986,421. Unfortunately, Hulsrnan does not provide a concrete plan to 

accomplish these goals (De Folter 1986). 



In 1968, Mathiesen was responsible for the formation of KROM - the Norwegian 

Association for Penal Reform. There were two main objectives for this reductionist 

abolition association: first, "to change general thinking concerning punishment" (De 

Folter 1986,47); and second, "to replace the prison system by up-to-date and adequate 

measures. In the long run to tear down all walls which are not strictly speaking 

necessary: to humanise the various forms of imprisonment, and to soften the suffering 

which society inflicts on its prisoners* (De Folter 1986, 47-48). According to Mathiesen, 

"abolition of the repressive social system or part of it will be attained by radical action" 

(De Folter 1986,48). Claire Culhane's work and beliefs would place her into this mode 

of abolitionism. 

Foucault provides an analysis of power that is central to the abolition debate. I 

have termed the abolition of Foucault "idealistic" because rather than providing a 

concrete theory of abolition, he seeks to "abolish all those limits which fix asymmetric, 

oppositional relationships like those between innocence and culpability, reason and 

madness, the good and the bad, and the normal and the pathological" (De Folter 1986, 

53). Unfortunately, Foucault does not provide any concrete proposals for abolition 

action. 

Mathiesen's work, and more recent work of Claire Culhane, provides the most 

insight into realist abolition. Hulsman's theme of community involvement has been 

adopted into the realist abolition platform. There are three modes for the reductIonist 

abolition agenda: reductionism, diversion, and community-basedprogramming. First, the 

"overreach" of the system is to be reduced (Mathiesen 1990). Second, diversion as a 

viable alternative is to be used for those individuals not needing to be imprisoned 



( M d s ,  1974,6). The percentage of the entire prison population fitting into this category 

ranges from (Culhane, 1985). In Still BarredJi-om Prison (1 985) Claire suggests 

that of the prison population could be released without threat of recidivism (taking 

into account that employment and education are necessary to provide alternatives for 

individuals), while the Canadian government has suggested that this number is more 

likely WO. Third, institutional rehabilitative programming should be replaced with 

community-basedprvgnamnes (Culhane 1985; Irwin 1980; Mathiesen 1990; McMahon 

1992). Not until "justice" is taken from the State and returned to the people will social 

hannony be possible. 

The conceptualization of crime must change. It must be realized for what it is - a 

social creation. The "industry" of crime control, and specifically prison, needs to shift to 

a social industry characterized by social involvemefit and participation operationalized by 

notions of harmony, reparatian, restitution, and reintegration Much of this may be 

dismissed as complete idealism. Others point out that many established institutions in 

Canada - the residential schools, orphanages, and training schooIs, for example - have 

been dismantled, their ideologies discredited (Burtch, 1996; Cohen 1985). The question 

remains: if other western countries can reduce their prison populations, why not Canada? 

Prisoners' needs are not easily guessed at through policy initiatives, official 

programming, or benevolent organizations. And I agree with Foucault's arguably 

pessimistic conclusion that prisons are meant to fail prisoners, that failure - not 

rehabilitation - is the raisan dY&e of modern prisons. While it may be virtually 

impossible to wrest penal control from the State, the objectives of the abolitionists must 

be titken into consideration in terms of reform to the systein (alternatives). The net- 



widening effect of imprisonment must be cut back drastically - in the forms of 

depenalization and decarceration (Mathiesen 1990, 160). 

Theoretical Implicatio~ls of Prison Ahlition 

My research draws on key political and theoretical issues associated with social 

justice and social change- First, the concept of punishment as a necessary power is 

contested by critics who see this power directed against the weakest in our society - 

specifically the paw, visible minorities (especially First Nations people), dissidents, and 

troubled individuals (addicts, sex offenders) - who have few resources (Faith 1993). 

Second, the question of how human agency can make a difference in social policy 

is part of my work. Claire Cufhane, dubbed a "one-woman armyn by a prisoner (Lowa 

1992), fought steadily for over two decades. She had her detractors, but also had allies 

and admirers who fought for a reduction in prison populations, and greater openness of 

prisons with less discretion exercised against prisoners behind the walls. My question 

here, and one that Claire often raised just prior to her death, is to what effect was her 

life's work? Even though there was a moratorium on prison construction in Canada - a 

small win for the abolitionists - the reality is that prison populations continue to grow 

and double-bunking is becoming mwe commonplace (and even triple-bunking in some 

institutions). Also, powerful offenders (corporate criminals and environmental of fenders, 

for example) are rarely put into prison. P r i m  are warehouses comprised of the margins 

of society -the refuse that the majority deems undesirable, irredeemable, and expendable. 

My sense is that without political will - associated with the relative autonomy of State 

officials - prisons will continue without undergoing change. Interestingly, some 

* - -  pnddmw have mthakm steady redrsctions in prism populations, and plrrsued true 



alternatives to incarceration (Vass 1990; Rutherford 1988). Most alternatives, however, 

involve harsher sentences, and the root of the problem in the criminal justice system is 

held to be not punishing enough Even successfu1 programmes such as the Prison 

Education Programme in B.C. are cancelled, leaving prisoners to pursue trades, and to 

take specific programmes aimed at addictions, anger management, and the like. This 

decision reinforces the idea that prisoners are there not to gain an education, or inquire 

more broadly, but to be punished, 'treated," and corrected - what Foucault calls the 

process of nomat ization (Foucault, 1977). 

This reaction is directly opposite to Claire Culhane's vision, and that of many 

abolitionists, w b  regard the incarceration of thousands of individuals as a violation of 

human rights and dignity, Consider that in an historical context, Institutions - slavery in 

the .4mericas for over 400 years, or the impact of colonization and imperialism globally 

in the nineteenth century -are bound up in rationalizations; they are essential, they are 

expedient. Claire and orhers challenged these rationalizations, arguing for a different 

approach not m l y  to criminal sanctions, but to underlying causes that could contribute to 

human poverty and misery. 

Third, it is striking that prisoners' voices are so absent from the debate over 

incarceration. Isolated, stigmatized, often lacking power, few of the thousands who are 

incarcerated in a given year in Canada or elsewhere are heard, It has been said that there 

is no substitute for experience. Experience is now an important factor in social 

developmcmt- Currently, issues relating to previously marginalized groups (aboriginals, 

visible minorities. women. &.) are at the forefront of social awareness. No longer is it 

appqniate to &&mine what is in the best interes's of such groups. Policy and 



programme development for marginalized groups now includes participation and 

determination by the very individuals the policies/programmes are directed. This is not 

the situation for prisoners. The paternalistic imposition of social control on those that 

exist on the margins, while diminishing for other marginalized groups, continues and 

even grows for individuals in prison. 



CHAPTER 3 

METHOD AND DATA COLLECTION 

Introduction 

This thesis examines the issues concerning imprisonment and methods for redress 

as expressed by prisoners. Its specific focus is a detailed exploratory content analysis of 

correspondence between the Prisoners' Rights Group (specifically Claire Culhane) and 

prisoners from 1975-1995. In this analysis I attempt to examine what punishment means 

to individuals at whom it is directed, and the role of resistance in contemporary 

punishment practices. 

The research methodology involves an exploratory content analysis of 

correspondence. The correspondence consists of letters and documents from 1,035 

prisoners who have written to Claire Culhane, director of the Prisoner's Rights Group, 

over the past two decades. Along with two research assistants, the files were reorganized 

and 23 key variables were coded. 

Claire Culhane entrusted her correspondence with prisoners, and related 

correspondence, to Dr. Brian Burtch, a criminology professor at Simon Fraser 

University, in the spring of 1995. Brian had known Claire for 15 years, and had 

interviewed her in 1980. As I am interested in social justice issues, including visiting 

prisoners in Mission Institution, B.C., we saw the potentiaI for a M.A. thesis out of the 

correspondence. The Nes were entrusted to us on the understanding that specific 

identities of prisoners writing to Claire would Bet be revealed, and also in the hope that 

the files could be put to good use. In Special Collections - located at the University of 



British Columbia Archives - there is a Claire Culhane collection comprised of 

correspondence with prisoners. The collection is restricted to the public. Approval for 

access to the material must be granted in writing by the Culhane family. The collection 

of correspondence entrusted to Dr. Burtch contains duplicate letters from the U.B.C. 

collection, but also original contributions. I compared the reorganized collection that 

Claire had given to us, with the special collection at U.B.C. and determined that the 

letters entrusted to our care contained more material and spanned a longer time period. If 

future research were to be undertaken, then inclusion of original letters that were missing 

from either collection would be quite beneficial. Following criteria for archival data, the 

collection at U.B.C. is organized according to date - when a letter was sent and received. 

This is not the case for the collection in our care. The material was unorganized and when 

reorganized, the material was collated according to author. By organizing the data in this 

manner, I was able to determine issues and concerns for a particular prisoner, and not by 

monthslyears (as is the case with the U.E.C. collection). Upon completion of this thesis, 

future research on t h s  collection of material will be left to the discretion of Dr. Brian 

Burtch at the School of Criminology, Simon Fraser University. 

A Vignette: Claire's Correspondence 

In the Spring of 1995 Dr. Brian Burtch asked me if I had ever met Claire 

Culhane. Involved with prisoners at that time, I was aware of Claire and her work, but 

had not met her. After Claire's recent heart attack, Brian informed me that she was 

retiring and moving in with her daughter Dara Culhane. Claire had phoned Brian and 

wanted to know if he would come over and take some of her books and personal 

correspon&nce. Brian asked if I would like to go with him and I agreed eagerly. 



We drove my Jeep YJ to Claire's apartment - a small co-operative complex in 

East Vancouver - and went to the third floor where Claire lived. When I was introduced 

to Claire I must admit that I was taken aback. I was standing in front of the woman who 

had chained herself to Parliament Hill, who had been a major player in the B.C. Pen riot 

response, who was feared by bureaucrats and politicians alike, and yet what I saw was a 

grandmother figure: a silver-haired elderly woman. At that instance the situation felt like 

deja vu - an image of going over to my grandmother's house for apple pie and milk 

popped into my head - but it changed quickly when we were ushered into the living- 

room, given a stack of black garbage bags, and instructed to take all of the books. When 

Brian and I tried to tell Claire that we were not interested in some of the titles we were 

told matter-of-factly that anything that we did not take would be thrown out. Brian then 

inquired about the correspondence. Claire informed us that it was located in the attic 

crawl space. 

Brian climbed onto the kitchen counter, then on top of the refrigerator, and up into 

the attic. As Brian and I were trying to figure out the logistics of transporting the 30 odd 

boxes, clad in denim jeans and a blue sweatshirt, Claire climbed onto the counter and told 

Brian to start passing her the boxes which she would then pass down to me. When all the 

material was removed from the attic, we loaded the Jeep with as much as was humanly 

possible. 15 boxes of correspondence and other material were left behind to be picked up 

the following day. 

When we returned the next day, Claire once again, helped load up the Jeep with 

the remaining material. The loading was progressing at a slower pace than the previous 

day - Brian's back was quite sore and would subsequently require chiropractic care - yet 



Claire seemed the picture of health. As we were finishing up, my grandmotherly image 

of Claire was obliterated when I inquired why she had kept everything: with a look of 

stoic determination, Claire looked at me and said "So those fuckers can't lie to me." 

The Research Study 

The exploratory research involved three distinct stages. First, the entire collection 

was catalogued and coded with a focus on descriptive variables such as age, gender, 

marital status, offence, Institution, etc. At this stage of the research, I interviewed Claire 

Culhane to contextualize and answer queries concerning the scope of the material. 

Second, a smaller sample of 100 cases was undertaken through a process of systematic 

sampling with a random start. A number between one and ten was rmdomly chosen and 

then every tenth file was analyzed. The detailed exploratory content analysis of the 

material provides a unique look into concerns identified by the prisoners, and the 

measures they report in attempting to resolve these concerns. 

Z%ird, 8 semi-structured in-person interviews were conducted with prisoners 

currently serving life sentences at Mission Institution. The interviews consisted of the 

following open-ended questions/discussions: 

(1) What does Punishment mean to you? 
(2) What should be the purpose of punishment? 
(3) Does prison achieve this goal of punishment. 
(4) Describe the advantages and disadvantages of imprisonment. 
(5) Describe your experiences in prison. (This does not include why you are here i.e. 

your original offence, but your treatment by the Institution, other prisoners, etc.). 
(6) What would you suggest in terms of change to the current system of punishment if 

prison use is to be maintained? As alternatives to prison? 



These interviews were tape-recorded, key statements were transcribed in part, and used to 

ascertain whether issues identified in the documentary analysis correspond to the 

experiences of prisoners currently serving time. 

Codirg the Entire Collection 

The entire collection of correspondence was stored in a locked room in the School 

of Criminology at Simon Fraser University. In the days that followed the removal of the 

material from Claire's attic, Brian and I began to examine what Claire had actually given 

us. Virtually all of the material that was removed from the attic was correspondence from 

prisoners, Claire Culhane, and relevant third parties. Some of the letters were organized 

according to author. However, the majority of the correspondence was unorganized, 

simply stored in large manila envelopes, file folders, andlor boxes. Over the next eight 

months, with the help of two research assistants and Dr. Burtch, the letters were sorted 

according to contributor. Each contributor received a new file folder, which were then 

sorted alphabetically by surname. The sorted collection consisted of 16 tote-boxes 

containing 1,035 contributors comprising more than 10,002 letters, documents, cards, 

books, etc. 

Initially, I selected 11 key variables that I was interested in examining: nature of 

the correspondence, gender, marital starus, province of incarceration, name of Institution, 

security level of Institution, age, offence, number of submissions, duration of writing 

period, md reasczn for writing. While coding the first 50 cases, I became aware that some 

of the information I was intemsted in examining did not exist, or was very difficult to find 

' Rottgh app~oxhnatioa based on tbe munber of submissions variable . Exact totals for each file were not 
reOOfded 



in the data. Marital status, age, and offence were very difficult to find. In addition, 

certain variables that I was not aware of initially became evident: segregation, Special 

Handling Units (SHUs), special needs, and unique submissions were added to the code 

sheet as relevant variables. By the time approximately 100 cases had been coded, there 

were 23 variables being exarnined (see appendix E). 

Detailed Content Analysis - 100 Files 

The focus of the second stage of the research project - the detailed content 

analysis of every tenth case from a random start - involved an in-depth analysis of the 

concern variable. The concern variable consists of four distinct categories: general 

correspondence, Institutional grievances, legal issues, and requests. The specific issues 

corresponding to this variable for each case were examined and recorded. The specific 

concerns were then placed in boxes according to the respective category. Commonalties 

w i t h  each category were identified and issue sub-headings were created in order to 

p u p  the specific issues together. The creation of sub-headings was employed only for 

the Institutional grievance and legal issue categories. General correspondence and 

requests remained as whole categories due to the singular nature of the specific issue 

characteristics. The sub-headings for Institutional grievance are: personal treatment, 

personal effects, health, transfers, Special Handling Units (SHUs), hunger-strike, and 

religion. The sub-headings for legal issues are: parole, habitual offender, inquest, 

criminal sentence, death penalty, wrongful conviction, and criminal charges. 

TheInterviews 

Eight prisoners were interviewed at Mission Institution, a medium security 

bt.bti0-n located in Mission, British Columbia (approximately 80 kilometres east of 



Vancouver). The interviews were tape recorded and key statements were transcribed in 

part in an attempt to ascertain whether issues identified in the letters correspond with 

experiences realized currently by prisoners. The interviews lasted approximately one 

hour. 

In my capacity as one of the three Community Liaison Officers for the Lifers 

Group at Mission Institution, security clearance was granted to visit the prison at any 

time, except during lockdowns and sleep-time hours. To conduct interviews with captive 

subjects requires ethical clearance from Simon Fraser University. To receive this ethical 

clearance I was required to have an appropriate Institutional authority approve my request 

and submit in writing to the University an official response stipulating that my request to 

conduct interviews had been approved. I received a verbal approval from the Chairman 

of the Regional Research Committee, Pacific Region, Correctional Service of Canada and 

written approval from the OSAP (Offender Substance Abuse Programme) Officer to 

conduct my interviews. I waited one month for a written approval to conduct interviews 

with captive subjects from the Correctional Service of Canada to be sent to Simon Fraser 

University. At the end of four weeks, I was informed that I would be required to submit a 

research application to the committee prior to any letter of approval being sent to Simon 

Fraser University. The application needed to be submitted within 6 hours as the 

committee meets monthly and the next meeting was the following day. I faxed the 

appiication to the Committee, and received clearance for the interviews. 

Having submitted and received authorization from the Regional Research 

Committee to p c e e d  with my research propcrsal, I set up the day and times to conduct 

the inlerviews; a l l  intarviews were to be conducted in a single day. When I arrived at the 



htitution on the appointed day, I went to Doghouse unit after being informed that the 

interviews were to take place in the unit rather than visitors and correspondence (V&C). 

Mission Institution is comprised of "units" as opposed to the traditional "cell block" 

prison structure. Each unit houses approximately 80 prisoners. This number fluctuates 

with the number of prisoners double-bunked. Doghouse unit is largely comprised of 

"lifers" and this is where the interviews were scheduled. Originally the interviews were 

to be conducted in V&C; however, it was visiting day and V&C was full. 

All eight interviews were conducted that day. Prior to the completion of the last 

interview, upon returning to Doghouse unit after dinner with the prisoners in the 

cafeteria, a high ranking official of the Institution who just happened to be in the unit 

questioned me and one of my interviewees on our previous whereabouts. We told the 

official that we were returning from the cafeteria. The official then asked why I was 

wearing an "inmate green" (prison jacket). When I had gone to lunch with the prisoners 

one of the institution's officers told me to wear an "inmate green", put my security pass 

in my pocket, and just be "one of the guys." I followed the same routine for dinner and 

the official was unaware why this was happening. I outlined the reasons why I was 

wearing an "inmate green" but did not mention that my security pass had been removed. 

When this misunderstanding was resolved, I was about to return to the interview room 

when the official took me aside and told me to "remember where I was" and that "we 

[Mission Institution Staff] are your friends, and they [the prisoners] are the enemy." This 

statement epitomizes the "us verses them " pattern that permeates Correctional 

- .  
aQrufllstration and arpib1y the public at large. 



Ethical Considerations 

Research with humans is increasingly linked with ethical considerations, and the 

need to establish some safeguards. Five key themes were addressed in this study. First, 

access and authorization for use of the correspondence, while not derived from the 

prisoners themselves, was granted in writing by Claire Culhane. No contact, direct or 

indirect, was made with prisoners who corresponded with her. Second, the focus of the 

interviews is on the experience of incarceration. The focus is not on aspects of criminal 

activities that have occurred either prior to, or during the incarceration period. Third, the 

data analysis is in the aggregate. No individual was focused on. Where excerpts are 

taken from the letters, I avoid specific information that might definitely identify a person. 

Thus, while giving "voice" to prisoners, identities are disguised. Fcurth, to ensure 

confidentiality of the correspondents, all subjects' names were coded. Names are not 

used. Fifth, the files were locked away when not in use, ensuring "physical security" of 

the material. A locked storage area was provided through Simon Fraser University, with 

access limited to the researchers and senior administrators in the School of Criminology. 

Strengths and Limitations of the Research 

In an analysis of archival data what may seem most worthy of research may in 

fact be virtually non-existent in the data. My own preconceived notions of the relevant 

issues in the data may actually be irrelevant, and in some cases may limit relevant 

information from emerging. This is a major limitation in the data: namely, that as a 

researcher I am limited by what is in the research material. On the other hand, an 

exploratory analysis of the data, without a pre-determined coding schema, provides for an 

emergence of infamation worthy of further investigatioa Without a predetermined 



coding schema I was able to understand prisoners' concerns and Claire Culhane's 

responses. Initially, I had chosen a number of variables that I wanted to examine (e.g. 

age, gender, offence, and reason for writing). As I proceeded through the material I 

became aware of other variables that were emerging from my analysis (e.g. unique 

submissions, special needs, SHUs and segregation). Also, some of the variables that I 

had chosen initially were virtually impossible to locate (e.g. age, offence, marital status). 

By revising my list of variables with those I would be able to locate, I was able to 

minimize some of the limitations in this type of data analysis, and incorporate the 

strengths (letting the material speak for itself). 

I was concerned that I "got it right" in assessing the files. Dr. Brian Burtch, Erin 

Blades, and Tamara Berg worked with me to ensure inter-rater reliability on the 23 

variables for each file. I also met with Claire Culhane twice to learn more about the 

correspondence, and in some cases details about the correspondents. 

The analysis of the content of the correspondence is tied to this notion of "getting 

it right." I was concerned whether the material that I was reading and coding contained 

truth or fiction. I came to the realization that it did not actually matter whether the 

material was based on truth or fabrication, but that the prisoners believed in what they 

were writing; that it was a particular reality for the prisoner. The following quote sums 

up this realization: 

To use factually incorrect information would be like walking backwards, 
or like digging a hole to reach the stars. Similarily it would be impossible 
for truth to be the fruit of fabrication, and its the truth that the [group 
name] wants to uncover. We believe that if the truth was bared, the prison 
system wodd be forced to undergo meaningful reform. Factually 
incumct information could only serve to undermine the [group name] 
fight for prison reform and recognition of prisoners rights. Factually 



incorrect information would be a personal insult to every individual that 
has his or her spirit mangled by the repressive system that thrives in 
Canada. It would be foolish to use factually incorrect information in the 
first place and secondly to say that we knew the information to be 
factualIy incorrect would be totally asinine. The intent of the [group 
name] is not to stir up trouble for the administration, or for anyone. If the 
by-product of truth results in trouble for the administration, then we would 
suggest that the administrative bodies look to their punitive, repressive and 
abusive use of their powers with a critical eye, rather than condemn and 
punish those who expose their policies and tactics for what they really are. 
As for stimng up trouble for the administration we'd like to point out that 
tyranny breeds its own downfall. (Prison group writing to the Warden of 
their Institution concerning comments made to Claire about Institutioruzl 
practices) 

Another limitation is incomplete data. A large portion of the files are incomplete 

(approximately 80%); some are missing letters (approximately 20%), and virtually all of 

the files have missing attachments (90% or more). This is not to suggest that the issues 

identified are incorrect, but that clarification of certain difficult variables (age, marital 

status, etc.) is limited in some cases. 

The strength of the research area lies in the research material itself. The sheer 

scope in terms of the number of contributors and contributions, and period of study 

allows for a glimpse of prisoners' written concerns and issues surrounding confinement 

specifically, and punishment in general. The findings of the analysis serve not only as a 

potential informative tool for society, but also for prisoners themselves. The practice of 

incarceration serves to isolate prisoners from one another and the findings of this research 

may unite prisoners' "common cause." 



CHAPTER 4 

FINDINGS 

Profile of Prisoners 

The data set involved 969 men, 59 women and 7 groups (consisting of two or 

more individuals). There were approxirnaiely 16 men writing to Claire for every woman 

in prison. This meant that 93.6% of the prisoners writing to Claire were men. 5.7% were 

female and 0.7% were grmrps. The sample set (n=100) consisted of 93 men. 5 women 

and 2 groups. From 1975-1995, the 1,035 contributions were from Canadian prisoners 

predominantly, with 74 contributions from prisoners outside Canada. The international 

cases were from the United States primarily, while a few were from England. Ireland. and 

Brazil. For Canada, the bulk of letters originated from British Columbia or Ontario. 

Table 1 outlines the breakdown of provincial origin of contact. 

Table 1: Correspondence by Province 

h many Nes, imlividuals had done time at a number of Institutions. However, for 

the provincial origin of confact, I remded the firsl identifiable point of con- While 

many paismem worked their way dowo to lower security classifrcajm, where they were 



when they wrote their first letter to Claire (or if Claire initiated contact) was recorded as 

province of incarceration. Just under one half (46.4%) of the correspondence came from, 

or was sent to, in British Columbia, and nearly a quarter (23.2%) to/from 

prisoners in Ontario. The remainder of the correspondence was postmarked to, or from, 

Nav Brunswick (8.2%), Alberta (73%), Saskatchewan (6.8%), Quebec (5.3%), 

Manitoba (2.2961, Nova Scotia (0.4%), the Yukon (0.2%) and Prince Edward Island 

(0.1%). 

The majority of letters (7Wo) to Claire were sent over a two-year period for most 

prisoners. For a period of 3 to 6 years, 15.7 % of prisoners corresponded with Claire, 

4.2% wrote for 7 to 10 years, and only 1.1% of prisoners wrote for an eleven-year peiiod 

or longer. 

Table 2: Years of Corresponding 

The longest period of correspondence was between 15-1 6 years (two prisoners). 

Virtually all of the correspondence came from prison; generally, once released from 

prison, there were other options such as telephone or persong visits for some prisoners. 

My sense is that much of the correspondence ended when the prisoner was released, or 

when the problem was resolved 

The nature of correspondence varied considerably. The largest category (31.2%) 

involved amqmdmm between the pismer and the Prisoners' Rights Group (PRG), 
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followed by more complex correspondence (26.7%) between prisoners, the PRG, and a 

third party (e.g., wardens, case mana,cment officers, lawyers, members of Parliament). 

Table 3 sets out the nature of correspondence. 

Table 3: Nature of Correspondence 

- -- 

1 From prisoner 1 140 1 13.5 1 

-- 

*F~&I 
-'PRG/Pl;isoner - , < 

PR~/Pris&er/3rd party 

party 30 2.9 
Total 1,035 100.0 

L I I 1 

Correspondence from the prisoner and correspondence to the prisoner comprised 

15.4% and 13.5 % of the total nature of the correspondence respectively. 

Correspondence from a third party other than Claire Culhane (6.2%), correspondence 

from prisoners and a third party (4.1%), and correspondence to prisoners and a third party 

(2.W0) rounded out the category. 

The number of submissions per file was one of the quantitative variables 

Number 
323 
276 

examined. Initially, the exact number of submissions was to be coded; however, in order 

to expedite the coding procedure, I categorized the submissions variable into small (1-10 

contributions), medium (11-20), large (21-99), and extra large (loo+). Almost three- 

Percent 
31.2 
26.7 

quarters of submissions (74%) from prisoners totalled 10 items or less - considered small 

files. Still, over 30 files (3% of the collection) contained over 100 items - extra large 

files. Just over ten percent of the collection (10.3%) were considered medium-sized files 

and 12.7% were deemed large. 



Table 4: Number of Submissions per Prisoner 

Other variables to be coded - age, marital status, offence and sometimes the 

Institution of incarceration - were difficult to find, and oftentimes missing. Without 

newspaper articles relating to the specific individual, nature of the crime, andlor issue for 

writing, the prisoner would have to voluntarily venture the pertinent information. In the 

majority of files, this was not the case. Table 5 details the distribution of ages of 

prisoners who wrote to Claire Culhane. 

Table 5: Age Range of Prisoner at First Contact 

In four-fifths (80.6%) of the files the age of the prisoner was not given. Of the 

201 files in which ages were disclosed, 80 prisoners were in the 25 to 34 age category at 

the f i t  point of contact with Claire Culhane. The 35 to 44 age category was the next 

highest with 52 prisoners, and 42 prisoners between the age of 15 and 24 wrote to Claire. 

Acxording to the C~firecliorral Service of Canada, 59.1% of the on-register male offender 
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population, and 50.2% of the on-register femaIes were between the age of 20 and 34. 

(Correctional Service of Canada 1994,16-17). 

Interestingly, 4 individuals over the age of 65 wrote to Claire. All these 

individuals were convicted as Habitual Offenders and were serving indeterminate 

sentences. These individuals had served in excess of 17 years (minimum) for petty theft, 

and in some instances nuisance crimes: vagrancy, h k  and disorderly, fine default, etc. 

The reality for these individuals is that they had been forgotten, or at the very least lost in 

the prison system. 

Marital status of the prisoner was also difficult to find. In 73.6% of the files (762 

of 1,035), I was unable to determine the maiital status of the prisoner. Unless the reason 

for writing involved the prisoner's partner (e.g., family visitation, search and seizure of 

visitor) or if the prisoner provided this type of personal information in an introductory 

letter, then the prisoner's marital status was unknown. Table 6 delineates the marital 

status of the correspondents. 

Table 6: Marital Status of Prisoners 

One hundred and fifteen prisoners writing to Claire were single, 108 were 

26 prisoners i-ed common-law partners and 14 were divorced from their 



partners. According to the Correctional Swvice of Canada, 58.4% of the on-register male 

offender population in 1992-1993 were single, 29.1% were considered common-law, and 

12.5% were married. Of the on-register female offenders in 1992-1993,67.8% were 

single, 19.2% identified common-law partners, and 13% were married (Correctional 

Service of Canada 1994,16-17). 

The type of offence that prisoners were charged-with was also difficult to locate. 

In 69.7% of the files, the prisoner's offence was unknown. This may relate to the fact 

that Claire was not concerned with the offence, but was concerned with the prisoner's 

situation. Table 7 details prisoners' offences. 

Table 7: Type of Offence 

Offences were placed in four categories: property (monetary offences not 

involving harm andlor death - including armed robbery), personal injury (all offences 

that resulted in harm and/or death), drug offences, and unknown. In 69.7% of the files 

(721), the type of offence was unknown. Of the known offences, 86 were property- 

related, 206 involved personal harm andor death of others, and 22 were drug offences. 

The fact that these three variables were difficult to ascertain is itself quite 

informative, It may be that undesirable experiences derived from the abuse and/or 

manjpulation of prisoners' personal information on the part of the Institution have had an 

inrevocable effect on prisoners' ability to share information with others. This appears to 



be especially true in relationships of unequal power levels. For prisoners, Claire was 

outside of this power imbalance. Information shared with Claire could be used to remedy 

injustice, rather than fuel injustice. Claire was aware that the process of righting wrongs 

could place both the prisoner and herself in positions where reprisals could be initiated. 

For the prisoner, the repercussions could be quite punitive - transfers, segregation, SHUs. 

For Claire, outside the direct control of the Institution, legal action could be employed to 

restrict access to the Institution(s). Claire was not exempt from the retaliatory Institution 

and was banned from most of the Institutions in the Lower Mainland from 1978-1988 

(see Culhane 1991). 

Letters were often complemented by other materials. Newspaper articles, official 

documents, poetry, cards, pictures (photos), artwork, book manuscripts, essays and other 

miscellaneous additions such as humour and cartoons, were included in the files. Of the 

1,035 files, 445 (43%) had at least one of these materials. Table 8 provides a breakdown 

of the different types of unique submissions. 

Table 8: Unique Submissions 

Official docMlents were included in 191 (18.5%) of the files. Offkid 

&ammath includes institutional memos, visitation farms, grievances, "inmate 
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complaint" forms, legal documents, and court transcripts. Claire hated the language used 
-4 

in the official documentation (e.g. "inmate"). To her it was dishonest language, 

detracting from the reality of an unjust prison system (Culhane 1985). For Claire, 

"inmates" were prisoners, and her writing reflected her belief. Official documents 

provided a clearer picture of the nature of complaints, institutional grievances and legal 

issues. These documents illustrate the bureaucratic nature of the prison system. 

Prisoners sent 173 (16.7%) greeting cards to Claire. Newspaper articles were included in 

165 (15.wo) of the files. Claire included these articles in the majority of instances. 

Sometimes, prisoners would include articles if they pertained to their particular 

circumstances. These articles provided an invaluable resource for descriptive variables 

such as age, marital status, and offence. In 37 files (3.6%), the correspondents sent 

pictures of themselves to Claire- 

The artistic and educational side of prisoners is represented by submissions of 

artwork, poetry, bodr manUSCCipts, and essays. Forty-one files (4%) contained artwork, 

aad 49 correspondents (4.7) sent poetry to Claire. The poetry was not typically directed 

at Claire, but depicted the prisoner's experiences of confiiement. Eleven prisoners 

(1.1%) ser Claire a copy of their manuscript and 66 (6.4%) prisoners sent essays. These 

essays were also sent to media and government personnel (bureaucratic and political). In 

zmst cases, when book maauscripts weze sent to Claire, publication was the objective. 

The miscellaneous category contained all  other submissions that did not fit into 

the others. This category amhined jokes, humour, cartooas, and comics. There were 85 



Special needs of the prisoner was one of the variables that emerged from the 

analysis of the data. Seven classifications of special needs were identified in the letters. 

Table 9 depicts the special needs as identified by prisoners. 

Table 9: Special Needs of the Prisoner 

In 174 files (16.8%), prisoners identified a special need. Within these 174 files, 63 

(36.2%) of the prisoners identified health problems as an issue. Insulin for diabetics, 

continuity of medicine levels, corrective surgery, prosthetics replacement and 

maintenance, eye care, and prison conditions that imtated health problems such as asthma 

and high blood pressure were identified as problematic. Fortyeight (27.6%) of the 

prisoners identified personal security as a concern. These individuals were typically 

imprisoned in protective custody units, either for their own protection as informants or 

those on the lowest rung of the offence status hierarchy - child molesters and murderers. 

In interviews with 'lifers" at Mission Institution, when questioned about institutional 

violence, the prhmxs suggested that the hierarchy existed in the past, but currently 

. .  * QstmctHlns of "g& crimes and 'bad" crimes has blurred They suggested that this is 

especially true in the Pacifi region, while the distinction is etched into the prison system 

m eaam provkes l k y  sxrggest that while this hierarchical distinction is beginning to 



diminish, especially betarem the murder classification and sex crimes, 'rats" (informers) 

d child m m h e ~ ~  and Hldesters are still susceptible to instiworral violence if not in 

protective custody (e.g. Clifford Olsen, Paul Bernafdo, Joseph Ffedericks). 

Physical disabilities (eg. mobility, hearing, sight) were identified by 11 prisoners 

(6.3%) as special needs, d 34 (19.5%) identified a psychological disability such as 

schizophrenia, patanoh, and bi-polar disorder. For many of these individuals the 

disability was not recognized or was disregarded by the Correctional Service of Canada 

(CSC) and they did nut receive appropriate care and/or treatment. Unless officially 

labelled disabled by CSC, the prisoner could not obtain the help needed. In some cases 

CSC personnel that were responsible for disabilities (medical and mental heath 

practitioners) refused to acknowledge the diagnoses of fellow practitioners not employed 

by CSC. 

Religioa was identified as a special need by 12 (6.90) prisoners. For these 

paisoners; the right to practice aboriginal spirituality was negleded by the prison. 

Ckisthity is recognized as a right by the Institution and spiritual guidance is provided. 

MoCpt IILStiflltiOirS have a chapel and a C k i s t h  advisor. Aboriginal spirituality (e.g. 

sueatlodges, sweet-grass burning, and sundance ceremony) was identified as an area that 

lacdred institutional sHpport or recognition in the past. This may have been especially 

pd&m& considtring the high rates d aboriginal hamsation in both provincial and 

fedrxcll i$wmlmm * .  (- Service of Canada 1994,28; Faith 1993; Hamifton and 



involuntarily transferred to a prison in Quebec. The prisoner did not speak Frerlch and 

almost all of the inteaaction that occurred in the prison was in the French language. 

While this issue was identified as problematic for only one prisoner, the diverse makeup 

of Camada's population may present a problem for prisoners that speak neither English or 

French Five (2.Wo) prisoners stated that special education (learning disabilities) was not 

being addressed by the Institution Over four fifths of the correspondents (861 out of 

1,035) did not identify any special need in their letters to Claire. 

Prisoners' Coneems 

The 1,035 files covered a wide range of concerns and grievances. All 

correspondence with Claire involved some kind of request, involving: the personal (what 

I termed general correspondence) - a need to "talk" with someone, - requests for help to 

rectify institutional grievances, requests for legal help, and specific requests such as 

wanting Claire's books, visitation, and information. It is important to note that many 

itam were social, such as thank you notes, or simply inquiring about Claite (e.g. how she 

was, her health), The point remains that most contacts were aimed at correcting an 

injustice. ptisoners' concerns were grouped into the four key areas: general 

-, htituti<mal grievance, request tolfrom Claire, and legal. 

General correspondence was the largest component of the concern variable, with 

Institutioaal grievances, legal issues, and q u e s t s  filling out the concern variable 

were i d e 6 f i d  For cud@ puhposes, the main concera (majority d 

. . 
sdmmmms d&ve to a cxlacern) was i-ed and inchtded in the data set. 
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Table 10: Nature of Concern 

In recent decades, feminism has emerged as a major social movement, and work 

has been undertaken on female criminality, victimization, and incarceration (Faith 1993). 

While the majority of the correspondence with Claire was from male prisoners (93.6%), a 

small percentage of the contributors were women (5.7%) and this warrants investigation 

into the similaritiesldifferences of women's experiences with male prisoners. 

Table 11: Type of Correspondence by Gender 

Generally, the number of submissions in the categories of general correspondence 

and requests are higher for female prisoners who wrote to Claire (E'RG) than for male 

prisoners, while submissions in the categories of Institutional grievance and legal-issues 

are higher for male prisoners than for females. 

Issues of concern by security level of the Institution are outlined in Table 12. 

ChaxWs prison stmdme is tiefed. Until recently, with the closing of the Prison for 

Women in Kingdon (P4W) the creation of 5 regional women's Institutions, women 

were eittrer M in Kkgmn, Ommio, or in provincial facilities. Men experience a 



much more structured system. Men's prisons are classified based on security level. 

Mdti-level prisons are the most secure facilities, and typically house the psychiatric 

centres. Maximum security prisons are the next most secure prison structure. Most 

violent offenders start their time in maximum security prisons. According the CSC, 

"maximum security institutions house offenders who pose a serious risk to staff, other 

offenders, and the community. These institutions restrict an offender's movement, 

association and privileges . . . The perimeter of a maximum security institution is well- 

defined, highly secure and controlled" (Correctional Service of Canada 1994, XVIII). 

Prisoners who commit institutional violence andlor are disruptive to the general prison 

population at any security level tend to be transferred to maximum or multi-level 

institutions, or to the SWs.  Medium security prisons "house offenders who pose a risk 

to the safety of the community . . . The perimeter of a medium security institution is well- 

defined, secure and controlled. Offender movement and association is regulated and 

generally supervisedn (Correctional Service of Canada 1994, XVIII). Minimum security 

prisons "house offenders who pose a limited risk to the safety of the community. These 

institutions minimally restrict offenders' freedom of movement, association and 

privileges . . . The perimeter of a minimum security institution is defined but not directly 

controlled. Offender movement and association within the ins ti tution is regulated under 

minimal supervision" (Correctional Service of Canada 1994, XVII-XVIII). 



Table 12: Issues of Concern by Security Level (First institution identified in the file) 

According to CSC, the more secure the institution the more restrictive and 

controlled the prisoners and their surroundings. The social control of prisoners in 

minimum secure prisons is limited, restrictive in medium secure prisons, and quite severe 

in maximum secure prisons. For the 545 male prisoners writing (for the first time) from 

maximum secure prisons and multi-level prisons, 34.5% identified an institutional 

grievance as the key reason for writing. Male prisoners in medium secure prisons 

identified institutional grievances as the key reason for writing in 19.7% of the files, and 

14.3% of male prisoners in minimum secure prisons wrote to Claire concerning 

institutional grievances. The differences in these numbers may be directly related to the 

lesseling of social control as a prisoner progresses thorough the tiered system: decreasing 

social control may mean fewer problems. 

In terms of legal issues, 20.4% prisoners in maximum and multi-level secure 

custody prisons identified this as the key reason for writing to Claire. Over a quarter 

(273%) of these prisoners writing to Claire were classified under general correspondence 

and 17.3% were deemed requests. In medium secure prisons, 19.9940 of letters that 

prisorters wrote facussed on legal issues, 47.6% involved general correspondence and 



17.9% requested something from Claire other than her help in legal matters, or remedying 

an institutional grievance. In minimum secure prisons 19.05% qf the letters involved a 

legal issues as the key reason for writing, 47.6% were general correspondence, and 

19,05% were of the request variety. Clearly, as a prisoner progressed through the tiered 

prison system, the nature of the correspondence changed. At more secure prisons the 

impetus for writing was a perceived abuse or injustice perpetuated against the prisoner by 

the Statehstitution. At the least secure custody prisons, general correspondence was the 

main reason for writing. 

Many prisoners wrote of barriers they faced in securing justice. Barriers of 

poverty and isolation were noted. One American prisoner praised Claire's advocacy 

work: 

Where does a lone prisoner abroad begin to tackle the complicated 
mechanisms of government process? The average layperson could seek 
out a lawyer. We the indigent prisoners, clinging to the bottom Rung of 
the social ladder have you and you alone to promote our struggle. [A well 
deserved thorn in there, side I might add.] 

Excessive forms of discipline is a major issue for both academics and prisoners. 

F o d t  wrote of the myriad forms of social control exercised through Institutions such 

as the prison. In essence, punishment had shifted from mutilation, death, and public 

humiliation to new, confied regimes where the soul was under attack (Foucault 1977). 

Many prisoners would no doubt agree with these new forms of discipline, the myriad 

eughemisms tagged on to penal policies: 

Since corporal punishment was banned in the 60s, prison officials have 
resorted to a more subtle methodology of punishment, i.e., the deliberate 
imposition of highly ref& tactics calculated to bring about a high degree 
of psychological anguish andlor severe emotional stress. These cIever 
fonns of torture are camoflauged under various euphemisms such as 



punitive dissociation, restricted diet, reclassification, transfer board, 
temporary absence boards, etc. Even though the lash and the paddle have 
been set aside, more sophisticated weapons are widely used and remain the 
principal clause for the pathetic failure of corrections as practiced in 
[Canada] (Prisoner writing to Claire in the 1980s) 

Many letters touched on issues of law. A prisoner charged under the habitual 

oflender legislation (now dangerous offender legislation) wrote: "... of all those crimes I 

committed while drinking the most I got out of them were a few packs of cigarettes and 

some loose change ... I am [a senior citizen] and I would like to be given a chance to live 

the of my days in a free society." The issue here is whether someone 

convicted of property offences, and not especially serious property crimes, ought to be 

confined indefinitzly. Time is of the essence for many older prisoners. 

The issue of wrongful conviction (Harris 1986; Makin 1992) appeared many 

times, There is a catch-22 for many prisoners who maintain their innocence while in 

custody. One prisoner wrote: T o  be paroled for an offence, it is encumbent upon the 

accused, to admit his, or her guilt and show remorse for what have they done. I am not 

guilty. I shouldn't even be in jail for this, and now I'm not eligible for early release, 

because I can show no remorse for a crime that I didn't commit. If I am guilty of 

mything, its having no credibility." 

Treabnenf inprison was also identified as lacking or even non-existent, Another 

prisoner, wri tinr in 1980: ".-, they claim that all his crimes have been am'buted to 

alcohol, yet there am no programmes avaiIable to him in here to cmect this problem. He 

has t d d  them he would participate in a progamme if they would set one up or send him 

where he d d  get help. They have failed to do any such thing." Significantly, the 



Auditor General of Canada released a report critical of rehabilitation programmes - or 

their lack - for federal prisoners (Feschuk 1996). 

Segregation was also singled out for criticism (Jackson 1983). Segregation 

involves the removal of virtually all of a prisoners limited rights and is invoked by the 

Institution as a form of social control. Justifications for the use of segregation are based 

on notions of protection and safety: protection of staff and the prisoner, and safety of 

other prisoners (Culhane 1985; Jackson 1983). One prisoner incarcerated in the Pacific 

Region, writing in the late 1970s, described the Prisoner Isolation Unit (PIU) as follows: 

"... no smoking; no blankets or mattress (or extra clothing such as jackets etc.) between 

the breakfast and supper hours. Reading material is supplied, but as there are no lighting 

fixtures, I repeat: r i  lighting fixtures, you are subject to severe eye strain and resulting 

headaches and or blindness, so you just don't read, you lie there and slowly go mad . . . I 

can't describe the psychological aspects ... and still finish this note." 

Table 13 provides an outline of the reason for writing for those individuals who 

were placed in the most severe form of segregation - the SHUs -or had experienced 

some form of segregation relative to those &at did not identify any form of segregation 

and/or placement in a SHU. 

Table 13: Secue Custocty and Issues of Concern. 



For prisoners confined in the SHUs or some form of segregation, the key reason for 

writing in 51.1% of the files was an institutional grievance, usually related to the 

confirnent. Only 18.5% of "general population" prisoners wrote to Claire about an 

Institutional grievance. General correspondence for those additionally confined 

constituted 20.8% of the correspondence, compared to 38.3% those in general population. 

Prisoners identifying legal issues was similar for both groups: 17.2% for those in the 

SHUs and segregation, and 21.5% for those in general population. Requests for prisoners 

in general population comprised 21.7% of the correspondence while only 10.Wo of 

prisoners additionally confined requested something from Claire. 

Prisoners often wrote mgrily of the stereotype of coddling prisoners: "After all 

the years I have served behind the walls of so many Canadian prisons, the only thing I 

can honestly say I have obtained, is a bristling red-hot anger at the system for the 

brutality, and the idiotic ignorance of the public in general when they mouth such 

stupidity as how "nice" we have it in prison." 

There are examples of resistance by prisoners, including work-strikes and food- 

strikes. Hunger-strikes are not uncommon. Resistance is not generally a successful 

strategy, given the discretionary powers of transfer, and the repercussions of challenging 

prisofl authority. Even a "deteriorating attitude" or "suspicion" may be used to justify 

warhat paJsoners see as reprisals, disguised as measures to secure the "good order of the 

institutka" 'Zhe power of the Institution is extreme. On the issue of suspicion, one 

prismerwrote: 

I was escorted to a dry cell lno running water or toilet facilities] for 
reasons of possiMy introducing contraband into the Institution; after being 
put in a dry for 7 days contrary to the 72 hours, and providing stool 



samples, volunteering an x-ray and urinanalysis test, that were denied. I 
was not found with any contraband. During my 7 days of dry cell I was 
subject to being monitored 24 hours. I was put into the cell nude, and 
Guards watched me through a clear door, on July and July ll& female 
guards monitored me for no less than a shift of 8 hours each. I sustained 
cuts and bruises while being dragged to the dry cell . . . I was also subject 
to other things while being dry celled, such as refused legal material upon 
request . .. I was refused water .. . and the facilities were degrading as 
blood and stool was everywhere in the cell. 

In some files, resistance took the form of escape attempts. The following is from 

a prisoner facing sentencing for an escape attempt: 

Since I'm neither financially independent nor politically well connected, I 
hold no illusions as to the kind of justice I am about to receive here in 
sentencing ... I don't want you to hold any illusions as to the effect the 
sentence you're about to impose on me will have. If you think for one 
minute that giving me a life sentence will cause me to reflect on my 
actions at some future point in time, I assure you that you're wrong. The 
effect will be the opposite. And if you think the sentence will serve as a 
deterrent to others in the penitentiary who may contemplate similar 
actions, I think I can assure you you're wrong there too ... The only 
reason I am standing here saying these things is just to let you how much 
contempt I have for you and the system you represent. To let you know 
that I am not trembling with anticipation over what you're about to do to 
me in the name of "justice" and "protection of the public." And because I 
can't be "rehabilitated" in a prison system where rehabilitation is an alien 
concept. There is rehabilitation for me though. I rehabilitate myself. 
Jean-Paul Sartre said that "violence - like Achilles lance - can heal the 
wounds that it has inflicted." I believe in that kind of rehabilitation. I may 
eventually die attempting to obtain my liberty, but a man can either die on 
his feet or live on his knees. 

In the next section, I discuss specific findings from the content-analysis of 100 

files chosen through systematic random sampling. 

Content Analysis of 100 Cases 

I tried to examine the question of why prisoners write, and how Claire responded, 

from several approaches. The second approach - an in-depth analysis of 100 cases - 

provided a clearer look at the issues king raised, and ways in which Claire responded. 



The analysis focused on the concern variable, which was broken down into four distinct 

categories: general correspondence, institutional grievance, legal, and request. The 

following boxes provide information on the 100 files examined in depth. This is not a 

selective list: all concerns are listed below. 

General Correspondence 

The category of "general correspondence" lacks the drama of court actions and 

disciplinary proceedings, but speaks to the seemingly small aspects of correspondence. 

Courtesies, thank yous, and reminders act as a cement of the correspondence. Few people 

can write otlly about their complaints, and for many prisoners, this was an opportunity to 

communicate with someone who was not in a position of judgement, and who had faith in 

them. General correspondence was a considerable portion of the material reviewed 

(34.6% of the entire collection of correspondence). Many letters classified as general 

correspondence seemed to address the extreme loneliness that many prisoners experience. 

Some individuals were ostracized by family, friends, and at times even fellow prisoners, 

and sought out someone who would correspond or visit with them. Some sent greeting 

cards to Claire on holidays, birthdays, and when Claire experienced health problems. 

Some corresponded with Claire and discussed their prison experiences and their thoughts 

on incarceration. One prisoner wrote "not everyone in here is a broken machine, there is 

talent, ability, intelligence and an incredible show of hope in the face of what may appear 

to be a hopeless existence" (Prisoner writing in the mid 1980s). 

The following poem, written by a Canadian prisoner (from the 1,035 files), brings 



forward some themes concerning the "wasting time" aspect of incarceration in contrast to 

the idea of "doing time"). 

Of Cold Places 

I used to keep a list of foreign prisons: 
Lubyanka in Moscow, Portolova in Spain 

California's Terminal Island, 
exotic names of cold places. 

I thought, one day I'll make a poem 
listing all the names 

and conjure from their histories 
hard memories of humans among stone. 

I'm older now, the lists grow 
the edges of papers curl up, turn brown, 

The names still cry out 
without voice 

without ear to hear them 
and I can't remember what it was 

I was supposed to do 
except live nearer the fire. 

Box 1: General Correspondence 

GENERAL 
CORRESPON?ENCE 

0 

Thanks to Claire for her recent appearance at a 7h Step 
meeting. 
Information to Claire of a prisoners' Escorted Temporary 
Absence (ETA) and upcoming parole hearing. 
Thank you letter sent to Claire for information sent 
concerning Prison Education. 
Outlines day-to-day scenarios of life in a Bangkok prison. 
Claire wrote to this prisoner at the request of a mutual friend 
in a Canadian Penitentiary. 
Discussion of prison abolition and tells of possible transfer to 
B.C. region from Prairie region. 
Receipt to Claire for a donation to the Out of B o d  
newsletter - and a copy of the newsletter with Claire's 
contribution included. 
A "nice to see you again" letter from Claire. 
Claire sending payment for subscription to the Mounfuineur - 
prison newsletter - and thanks for the recent edition. 



Tha& for recent attendance and contribution at Odyssey 
Group meeting (Lifers' group at Fvlilhaven prison). 
Claire setting up a time to pick up hobby craft work - wood 
benches. 
Claire's condolences on the death of a prisoner's Cornrnon- 
law wife - and outrage at the Institution granting only a 10 
minute ETA to the funeral. 
Keeping Claire up to date on upcoming court date. 
Letter to prisoner's friend by Claire advising the recipient to 
keep up the struggle. 
A note from Claire to say "hello." 
Thank you letters for recent attendancelinvitation to the 
Collins Bay Prison (John Howard Society prisoners' group). 
Get well card to Claire after her heart attack. 
Thanks to Claire for her book and discussion of his successful 
parole hearing (only to be revoked without cause). 
Congratulations by Claire for receiving B.A. while in prison. 
Discussion of the valedictory address, including need to 
include "women" as part of the term "mankind." 
Discussion of upcoming release and Claire's standing 
invitation to a Chinese dinner upon release (any and all 
prisoners were offered a free dinner, courtesy of Claire, if they 
came to B.C. after release). 
A 'Thinking of You" card to Claire after her health problems 
(heart attack). 
Life in a New Mexico prison. 
Letting prisoner know that his ideas were passed along to the 
Solicitor General. 
General "Hello, how are you" letter. 
The day-to-day of prison life. 
Confirmat ion by Claire of her attendance at upcoming Native 
Arts sale arid summer potlatch celebration (place unspecified). 
Discussion of the inhumane conditions in the Super 
Maximum Unit (SMU) at B.C. Penitentiary - a Prison in 
Prison. 
Discussion concerning the failings of prison; e.g. inability to 
rehabilitate, facilitation of anger and hate against the s-stem, 
overall waste of money. 

Thank you letters for Claire's work rounded out the general correspondence 



classification. This "work" involved attendance at prisoners' group meetings. support of 

prison publications, purchases of prison artwork and hobby-craft work, and personal 

visitation. One prisoner, representing the Odyssey Group wrote to Claire: "[t]hank you 

so much once again for your attendance and unselfish contribution to our meeting last 

evening. Your thoughts, experiences and counsel was undoubtedly an inspiration to all of 

us. Being the kind of person that you are I only have one comment of a personal nature 

to make . ., glad and relieved that you are on our side." 

Institutional Grievance 

The Offender Complaint and Grievance Procedure is the standard, institutional 

way for prisoners to resolve a wide number of institutional issues. The irony is that 

prisoners must appeal to the very structure that they perceive to be guilty of wrongdoing. 

By writing to Claire, prisoners were able to increase their options for redress of 

institutional injustices. And while Claire was powerless in an official sense, her influence 

was a result of her tireless effort to help whenever asked by prisoners. Claire's unofficial 

power resulted from the issues becoming public knowledge. She made specific 

individuals accountable for each issue, thereby circumventing the bureaucratic and 

political quagmires. She was also fond of reminding people that she could not be fired: 

she worked as a free spirit, and couldn't be disciplined, demoted. or transferred. Her 

main accountability, it seemed, was to the prisoners. The following poem captures the 

essence of why prisoners wrote to Claire, and why she was active against prison as a 



method of social control: 

"WE MUST FIGHT" 

Day by day 
I serve my time, 

and I see, 
the prison systems slime. 

Where harassment 
is a daily game, and rehabilitation 

is the prison systems shame. 

Crawling on his knees 
I see my fellow man, 

it's all part 
of the prison systems plan. 

They kick you 
ti1 you break and run, 

your mind snaps 
again the prison systems won. 

But we must fight 
to stay upon our feet, 
and someday I pray 

the prison system we'll defeat 
(A prisoner's poem written in the 1970s - from the 1,035 files) 

When alI of the issues in the Institutional grievance category were identified, 

certain key themes began to emerge: personal treatment, house (cell) effects, health, 

transfers, SHUs, hunger-strikes, and religion. The following tables detail the specific 

reasons why prisoners sought out the help of Claire. The issue of prisoners rights is 

central to an understancliig of these institutional grievances. It is important to note that 

according to the Correctid Service of Canada, rights such as "mobility and freedom of 

association are obviously restricted when an offender becomes incarcerated. Further 

restrictions . . . must be Caemonstrably justified as necessary to ensure the security of both 



the public, and of those within the institution. Beyond such limitations, legal and 

equality rights, and most others, are retained" (Correctional Service of Canada 1994,45). 

Box 2: Institutional Grievance - Personal Treatment 

Inmate committee member at BC Pen is critical and outspoken of the 
lack of personal security for, and treatment of, prisoners. 
The unequal conditions for Remand prisoners at Oakalla by the 
Institution - issues address lack of fresh air, and restrictions on meals 
and access to coffee relative to the general Prison population. 
Manipulation of prisoner by Classification Officer - pseudo 
psychoanalysis is employed by the C.O. and the prisoner refuses to be 
manipulated in this manner. The prisoner's transfer request was 
denied. 
After initiating every grievance procedure to no avail, sought to 
publicize the gross injustices and inhumanity of the prison structure. 
The prisoner was later killed in prison. 
Grieving the constitutionality of "skin frisks" and outspoken about the 
abusive and unequal conditions facing federal prisoners in provincial 
facilities. 
Outlining the lack of programmes for sex offenders. 
Riot unit ordered to move prisoner to a disciplinary cell for standing up 
for basic human rights: demanding to be clothed. 
Proposal for a National Grievance Committee to help prisoners address 
injustices, legal matters, etc. Separate from the Institutional grievance 
procedures. 
Outlining the inhumanity of prison and provides some alternatives such 
as humanitarian work in developing countries. 
Institution is censoring mail. 
Mistreatment in Remand centre - lreated Iike Protective Custody (PC) 
or on suicide watch resulting from an earlier escape. 
Disparaging remarks from the warden made about aboriginals and 
alcoholism when prisoner requested an ETA to attend his father's 
funeral. 
Side effects from mace gassing on the range and censorship of 
incomingloutgoing mail. 
Denied basic rights and human necessities. Placed in segregation on 
suspicion of contraband - unclothed, no water, beaten, 24 hour 
monitoring, no contact with a lawyer. When suspicion was 
unsubstantiated, spousal visitation rights were denied. 
Grieving unsubstantiated charges of alcoholism, which will have an 
adverse affect on upcoming release. Desires a transfer to the Pacific 
region as contacts there will benefit in the re-entry into society. 
Attempted suicide due to constant placement in segregation. 
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Because prisoners lack any real power to resist personal attacks, resistance to 

these infringements involved corresponding with Claire who attempted to remedy the 

injustice and bring public attention to the abuse of power and overall absurdity of prison. 

The message of Claire's work was passed from prisoner to prisoner. One prisoner wrote: 

[a] friend of mine ... said that I should write to you with regard to a 
problem I am experiencing at Warkworth Penitentiary. I will not go into 
detail, because I have enclosed a Ietter covering this subject matter that I 
have recently sent to the Solicitor General of Canada. I trust that this will 
inform you about my problem in its entirety. I would appreciate it, if after 
you have read about my problem, you could assist me in rectifying the 
situation. Of course your assistance will be dependent on whether you 
think an injustice is being committed against me or not. I will let my 
argument stand subject to your formal criticisms. 

When prisoners attempted to utilize the Offender Complaint and Grievance 

Procedure, information could be created or manipulated by the Institution to justify their 

behaviour and discredit the prisoner. Claiie was one of the few resources available to 

prisoners to contest this manipulation of information. And while Claire was not subject 

to the direct daily control of the prison system, she was oftentimes at the receiving end of 

this manipulation of information. Claire has been called a radical, a con-lover, and a 

bleeding heart liberal by members of the public, academics, and government personnel in 

an effort to deflect attention from the unjust prison. 

Box 3: Institutional Grievance - Personal Effects 

Arbitrary decision to ban personal use of computers in cells. 
Does not apply to those individuals owning a personal computer 
prior to the decision. Grieved to National Headquarters and is 
denied - no reason as no policy exists at this time. 
Missing personal items after a transfer. Compensation withheld 
by the Institution even when approved by National Headquarters. 
Further problems with transfer requests. Interprets problems as 
Institutional discrimination against aboriginal prisoners. 



P&hal Missing personal effects after cell was searched for contraband. 

?9* Requested transfer to the Protective Custody unit in Prince Albert 
. Cop't is successful but requested transfers back to the Pacific region are 

denied repeatedly. 

Arbitrary decision making was at the core of many prisoners' grievances. 

Decisions to ban computers, while not banned previously, resulted in some prisoners 

owning computers, and others unable to buy them. One "lifern paid for, and enrolled in, a 

correspondence computer repair course. The final exam required that he build a computer 

from scratch. The computer course was authorized by CSC and the prisoner bought (with 

his own money) a computer (in parts) in order to complete the course. In the time that the 

prisoner enrolled in the course, completed the course work that led up to the final exam 

and complete the exam, CSC ruled that all future purchases of computers were banned. 

The effect of the ban on computers left the prisoner without a computer and unable to 

complete the final exam. When the prisoner's case was grieved, it was denied even 

though the prisoner had authorization to register in the course and had purchased the 

computer prior to the ban, but had not received it at the time of the ban on computers. 

Cells, or "houses," are routinely searched for contraband. Contraband includes 

drugs, alcohol, and weapons, but also includes any item not recorded on a cell contents 

List. On one occasion a prisoner wrote to Claire about re-obtaining his personal property. 

He had been hand-crafting soap stone chess figures and had taken them to another 

prisoner's cell to show. He left the figures in the other prisoner's cell when they went to 

lunch. When they returned, the cell had been searched, contraband found (the figures 

were not listed on the prisoner's cell contents list), and :he prisoner whose cell the figures 

were left in was sent to the "hole" - punitive segregation. The prisoner was released after 



one day; however, the prisoner who carved the figures was unable to retrieve his 

Theft of items during cell searches and transfers, by correctional personnel, is also 

identified by prisoners as a concern. When prisoners are to be compensated for these 

"lost items," the process is slow, and compensation is often less than the value of the 

missing items. 

Box 4: Institutional Grievance - Health 

Prisoner has a serious back problem and requires corrective 
surgery and medication. The Institution has denied access to both 
and refuses to allow the prisoner to seek independent medical 
assessment. 
Infected with AIDS, individual outlines his mistreatment by 
provincial officials and police when serving 6 days for fai1uj.e to 
pay a fine. Incarceration akin to solitary confinement and 
quarantine fused together. 
Institutional barriers faced by disabled prisoners - not a concern 
of the Institution. 

According to some prisoners, a major control technique employed by the CSC is 

to withhold medical and other health-related treatment. By doing so, the Institution 

further subordinates prisoners and they must offer concessions in order to obtain the 

required medical attention. A prisoner who required eye-glapes to see had them broken 

in an dtercation with a corrections officer. The glasses were not replaced until the 

prisoner issued a grievance and Claire pressured the Institution to replace glasses. 

Box 5: Institutional Grievance - Transfers 

Forced involuntary transfer from BC Pen to Ontario - away from family 
contact and disrupted the appeal process. 
Letters to Solicitor General from Claire that a forced involuntary transfer for 
4 prisoners be postponed until the findings of an internal investigation 
p v i d e  conclusive evidence that the prisoners to be transferred are indeed 
responsible. 



Sentence calculation problems and inability to transfer back to Drumheller 
Institution after having transferred to Manitoba on the fact that his family 
was moving to Winnipeg. The family did not move and a request to be 
transferred back was denied twice. 
Involuntary transfer out of the Pacific Regional Psychiatric Center as a 
result of incorrect information. 
Forced involuntary transfer to the east from the Pacific region. Requesting 
transfer back. 
Forced involuntary transfer based on false information by a "rat" (informer). 
Grievance of the conditions at Dorchester Penitentiary due to mass forced 
involuntary transfers from Prince Albert when the Institution when to 
Protecrive Custody. 

Family contact is a major issue for many prisoners. Most prisoners are housed in 

their province of residence. CSC may transfer individuals at their discretion. Transfers 

may be between institutions of the same security level, different security levels, inter- 

provincial, and intra-provincial. Officially, CSC transfers "problematic" prisoners to 

other provinces in an effort to minimize risk of harm to CSC personnel and other 

prisoners. In many instances prisoners are transferred when attempting to effect change 

to the system. Offenders may be transferred on suspicion of illegal activities, even before 

it is officially proven that illegal actions occurred. If a forced involuntary transfer is 

grieved and if the prisoner is successful (a process that could take up to two years) and 

the prisoner is returned to the institution originally transferred from, the prisoner is 

usually subjected to further harassment by Correctional officials justified under such 

Commissioner's Directives as suspicion, and "for the good order of the institution." 

Claire viewed the creation of the Super-Maximum Unit (SMU) at B.C. 

Penitentiary and the Special Handling Units (SHUs) as an atrocity, the ultimate injustice 

committed againsi prisoners (Culhane 1985). 



The following poem written by a prisoner in dedication of another prisoner - a 

kiend - doubly incarcerated in one of Canada's SHUs, is a testament to the inhumanity of 

"STRONGER THAN YOU" 

Human rights 
you say! 

The dignity 
of man! 
You 
fucking hippocrits, 
look inside 
"your prisonsn 
within 
prisons, 
the 
special handling units 
where men 
are degraded 
and 
mental1 y whipped, 
double locked 
into cells 
that have become 
their crypts. 
Every move 
followed 
by the threat 
of 
a shotguns blast, 

and 
every moment 
of the day 
and night 
they are 
constantly harassed. 
And 
you wonder 
at the masks 
they wear, 
these 
sneering men 
who 
no longer scare. 
They've 
been through 
it all 
what more 
can you do, 
to these 
angry men 
who have 
become 
stronger 
than you. 

Box 6: Institutional Grievance - Special Handling Units 

Transferred to a higher security institution and placed in SMU in 
the Punitive Isolation Unit (PIU) for "the good order of the 
institution." 
Forced involuntary transfer out of province to a SHU due to 
friction between Protective Custody (PC) prisoners and 
involuntary segregated prisoners. 
Inability to file grievances when in segregationldissuciation. 
Grieving inhumane conditions in the SHU. 



!%WS Spending last days prior to release in SMU. Criticizes the lack of 
-cbIff - - - - a pre-release programme for prisoners released directly from the 

a SMU. 

There are few non-violent forms of resistance that are available to prisoners. 

Work stoppages, while affecting the Institution, tend to hurt the prisoner more. Prisoners 

are required to purchase non-essential medications such as throat lozenges, aspirin, and 

coldkinus medication. While this may not seem inappropriate - prisoners are placed in 

the same financial situation as non-imprisoned individuals - prisoners earn between 

$5.25 and $6.90 per day (Correctional Service of Canada 1994,36) compared to the 

minimum wage of $7.00 per hour in British Columbia. Work stoppages translate into 

lower paycheques, and this means even more hardships for prisoners. 

Prisoners have employed hunger-strikes to bring attention to the unjust prison. 

Unfortunately, the prisoner is the subject of harm. Furthermore, correctional officials 

may intercede forcibly if they decide that the prisoner is in need of medical attention. 

Prisoners also commit suicide in an attempt to end their suffering, and to bring attention 

to the inhumanity of the prison. Suicide presents the ultimate harm to the prisoner. 

Suicide has been called a form of resistance but it appears that when individuals commit 

suicide in an effort to bring attention to the unjust prison, the action is pathologized 

individually. It is not a problem with the prison system, but is located within the prisoner 

(Bwtch and Ericson 1979). 



Box 7: Institutional Grievance - Hunger-strike 

I@JNGER-STRI#E Hunger-strike to protest the human rights violation of indigent 
prisoners in Montana State Prison - Hunger-strike to bring attention to problems in Remand centers. 
Peaceful work stoppage demonstration to protest infringements 
of prisoners' rights and changes to the pay system. 
Hunger-strike protesting the use of segregation under Comm. 
Directive 230-A (good order of the Institution), 
Hunger-strike in Super Maximum Unit @MU) after B.C. Pen 

* riot. Bring attention to the extreme living conditions in the 
. ,  Penitentiary. 

Marginalized prisoners, such as aboriginals, are controlled through legitimate and 

illegitimate expressions of spirituality and religion. This controf is expressed by a 

prisoner as a problematic consideration. In past years forms of religion other than 

Christianity have not been recognized by the Correctional Service of Canada. Currently, 

this situation faced by different groups in Canada, and especially aboriginals, has 

changed. Native religions are recognized by CSC as legitimate and sweatlodges have 

been built in some of the prisons in Canada. Also, one of the five regional prisons for 

women is an Aboriginal Healing Lodge. 

Box 8: Institutional Grievance - Religion 

~ G I O N  Fighting for the right to practice Native religion and attempting to 
provide insight to the situation facing Native prisoners. 

Legal Issues 

Legal issues were no less problematic for Claire than were institutional 

grievances. While not a lawyer, her reach extended into politics and law. She worked 

closely with lawyers, such as John Conroy, who were active on behalf of prisoners' 

rights. Similar to the themes that emerged from an analysis of Institutional grievances, 



key thffnes emerged from the specific legal issues: parole, habitual offender, inquest, 

criminal sentence, death penalty, wrongful conviction, and criminal charges. 

Box 9: Legal issues -- Parole 

-$'&,&oLB Umorted Temporary Absence (UTA) denied unfaily by the Parole 
.-.-*_-i - , -  - 

L ~ -  T Board - without sufficient grounds. 

Parole decisions provide another occurrence detailing the arbitrary decision 

making withii the punishmeat industry. Parole boards operate with limited 

accountability. Dismayed over the Parole Board's decision rejecting an application for a 

UTA, one prisoner wrote: 

The fact that I spent over eleven years in prison initself should show that 
more time served in a prison environment would most probably not 
change my attitude for the better but for the worse. I have spent over 
twenty-five years within one prison or another and in spite of this I am still 
not institutionalized to any great degree. If I have personality problems it 
is because of this incarceration. 1 do not see how I can eleviate this 
problem within the prison system to any greater extent than I already have. 
Prison was my Imrne during my formative years. All my basic concepts 
are derived from a prison atmosphere. The reason I am changed is my 
family. They are the only meaningful relationship I have ever had (written 
in the early 1980s). 

Justifications for rejected parole applications involve the rhetoric of public 

protection. While public protection is a major concern, it is interesting that those 

individuals who have committed murder and have received the harshest sentence, are the 

least likely to recommit and are the best risk for parole (Correctional Service of Canada 

1994; Zubricky 1984). Yet these priso~lers are unable to apply for parole until they have 

served between 10 aad 25 years, deper#iing on the sentence. Those offenders convicted 

of predatory type crimes such as sexual assaults and pedaphilia, and who are serrtenced to 

shorts terms than are mudmxs, may receive parole and are more susceptible to 



recidivism compared with murderers. The few high-profile cases whereby paroled 

individuals recommit violent predatory crimes provide justifications for calls harsher 

sentences, limited accountability (except to the misinformed public], and arbitrary 

decision making. A prisoner, writing to Claire concerning his attempt at a successful 

parole hearing captures the parole process: 

I have had one parole in twenty-one years of prison and while 1 did violate 
my parole I fail to see how any p e r m  who has done the amount of time 
that I have, let alone beginning at the age I began, could realistically be 
expected to assimilate the mores and morals of a free society without a 
great deal of very traumatic and frustrating problem solving activity 
(written in the early 1980s). 

An example of the injustice that may arise out of the rhetorical justifications and 

increased State powers is the creation of indeteminate sentencing such as the habitual 

offender legislation. Prisoners 'doing the bitch" (prison slang for habitual offenders) 

were typically convicted of nuisance crimes and minor property offences rather than 

violent crimes that caused harm to society, 

Box 10: Legal Issues - Habiial Offender 

HABI'ITJgL Fighting the arbitrary nature of the habitual offender labet and the 
oPPEI?TDER stigma associated with it, such as revoked parole. 

Declared a habitual offender and is fighting for releaselparole. 
- 17 years served for break and enter under the habitual offender label. 

I I *  Fight to be released/paroled. 

Inquests were identified in the detailed content analysis stemming from 

- . .  
negligence, d inquests kit0 the suicides of prisoners. Coroner's inquests 

were conduded for deaths, while inquests for all other injuries were conducted by the 

relevant political authority, Some f m  of resistance such as suicide are subject to 



Coroner's inquests. Rather than identifying systemic probiems, the problem is 

pathologid witbin the individual prisoner. 

Box I 1 : Legal Issues - Inquest 

Request for a government inquiry into (1) The death of an aboriginal man 
in an RCMP lockup and (2) Police negligence in the paralysis of the dead 
man's relative when no medical attention was supplied after an automobile 
accident. 

* Inquest into the suicide of a prisoner in segregation at British Columbia 
Institution. 

Legal issues are controlled by Lawyers and Judges. Through language and 

procedures, law is not accessible to the layperson. This limited accessibility, coupled 

with the lack of power for prisoners, puts them in a doubly disadvantaged position. 

Without the funds necessary to hire lawyers, prisoners must rely on thepm bono work of 

some lawyers, or legal aid. Some prisoners identified injustices in their sentences. Claire 

was called upon to help clarify the injustice, or offer alternatives for redress. The 

absurdity of long s e n t a w s  featured prominently in may files. One prisoner wrote: "[a] 

thousand years incarceration can not repay or replace a life taken and I'm uncertain as to 

how long a person can dwell or remorse before drowning in that guilty voice of ones own 

conscience" (Prisoner writing in the mid 1980s). A Canadian prisoner serving time in an 

American prison wrote: "I W t  care about doing the 40 years, day for day. I just want to 

get out of a truly screwed-up system . . . My problem lies with the administration, they're 

petty and they tie my harrds for any of the goals I want to accomplish in this system" 

(Prisoner writing in the early 1980s). 



Box 12: Legal Issues - Criminal Sentence 

CRIMINAL 
SEWFENCE 

T 

Appea? of sentence to determine whether it is fit and proper. Co- 
accused received lesser sentence for informant testimony. 
Need to obtain clarification on criminal charges as it is felt lhat the 
classification is incorrect. 
Charged and sentenced in the United States and transferred to Canada 
under the Prisoner Transfer Treaty. Parole eligibility date of 3 years 
(US decided) extended arbitrarily to 7 years by the Canadian Parole 
Board. 

Wrongfd convictions were also identified as a major area of concern, both for 

prisoners and Claire Culhane. Wrongful convictions also provide 3 rebuttal against the 

issue of capital punishment- In response to calls for the return of capital punishment, 

Claire would often say that she could find at least one innocent person in every prison in 

Canada (Lowe 1992). Donald Marshall Jr. (see Harris 1986), Guy Paul Morin (see 

M d 5  1992), and Norman Fox are testaments to this statement. 

The notion that it is better that a hundred guilty men go free, rather than one 

innocent man be put to death is often raised by critics of capital punishment. On more 

than one occasion, when engaged in a debate concerning capital punishment with Claire 

Culhane, people would suggest that that is the price to pay for justice. Claire would then 

ask that person if they would be willing to be the innocent person put to death for the 

greater good? Few people were willing to be martyrs. Boxes 13 and 14 detail issues of 

capital punishment and wrongful convictions. 

Box 13: Legal Issues - Death Penalty 

-~~~ : "' Appeal of a death sentence in Florida - Support from Claire. 

h$ALTY Desire to be put to death rather than serve a life sentence. 



Box 14: Legal Issues - Wrongful Conviction 

WRONGFUL 
CONVICTION 

0 

- L 

Wrongful conviction and forced involuntary transfer from B.C. to 
Ontario with a case pending at the B.C. Court of Appeal. 
Wrongful conviction - original case involves missing transcripts and 
upcoming judicial review hearing (s.745 of the Criminal Code) is 
subject to factually incorrect information as a result of the missing 
information. 
Wrongful conviction for murder based on perjured evidence by the 
Crown's sole witness. 
Wrongful conviction - prisoner was framed. Also, prisoner was a 
subject in a scientific experiment whereby thought tracking 
electrodes were implanted in the scull and the prisoner's thoughts 
monitored by government officials. [I swear that this is what was 
written I. 
Wrongful conviction - Government conspiracy and scapegoating. 

Criminal charges represent a form of resistance employed by prisoners that 

attempts to pit one aspect of the punishment structure against another. Some prisoners 

attempt to initiate criminal charges for assault against correctional officers. Legislation is 

also targeted and challenged in the courts. Box 15 outlines the legal sub-category of 

criminal charges. 

Box 15: Legal Issues - Criminal Charges 

CRIlMINAL Challenge to the Mandatory Supervision Act, Bill C-51 and the Parole 
CHAUG& AC~. 

Claim that Matsqui Institution was negligent in handling an assault 
against the prisoner. Also, while legally blind, the Institution would not 

i 

1 '  
I ?  

classify the prisoner as handicapped. 
Criminal charges against Pacific region staff members for gross 

I 
mistreatment. Also, landlord/tenant dispute prior to incarceration. 

Requests 

The last category to be examined is requests. Requests ranged from obtaining 

information on prisons in other countries, to asking for Claire to participate in social 

gatherings and prison committee meetings. A common request was for a copy of Claire's 



bauk Claire supplied free copies to prisoners and prison libraries. She was concerned at 

how often copies of k m d  From Prison and her other books went missing from the 

Institutions. Concerning Claire's books, one prisoner wrote: "[flor all you've done in the 

time I've known you and known about you, the last thought I would have about you is 

that you would let any of us down. It's my pride and pleasure in having you for a friend. 

Your book is extremely well written and tells the tale as it was and is." Another wrote: 

blust finished readkg Sfill &Irred from Prison & am thankful far your 
efforts & your ability to put into words what most of us can only 
experience. I've only been an inmate in the federal system for 6 months & 
although I can not identify with any brutality from the guards & 
authorities here at ... there is an underlying current of fear & mistrust that 
living amongst so many different personalities doing long sentences 
(Prisoner writing in the mid 1980s). 

Box 16: Requests 

REQUeSTS Request by prisoner for access to Claire's documentation for purposes of 
writing about the prison experience. 
Expecting a work pass. Requests information from Claire concerning 
employment con tacts. 
Requests Claire's help in getting a transfer to the Pacific Regional 
Psychiatric Center from Milhaven Institution. Requires transfer to the 
Ontario Regional Psychiatric Center and then a transfer to the Pacific 
Regional Psychiatric Center. 

t Request that Claire obtain legal documents from a prisoner at another 
Institution as prisoners may not write to one another. Prisoner was 
transferred and was unable to gather his legal papers from the prisoner 
who was helping him with his court case. Also seeking Claire's 
assistance in having outstanding charge in another jurisdiction brought to 
court. 
Wants support from Claire during the appeal of a murder conviction. 
Help in the form of placing Claire on the visiting list and having Claire 
attend the trial. Would like a copy of Claire's book. 
Request for Claire to visit - documentation required by the Institution to 
be placed on visitor list. 
Request for Claire's help to secure a permanent Living Unit Officer (LU) 
in order to obtain pre-release programs, Escorted Temporary Absences 
(ETAS), Unescorted Temporary Absences (UTAs) etc. 



4- 
Request for information from Claire on Canadian prisoners - wants to 

x 4 $ ~ ~  - - write a book on CanadianlAmerican Prisons. 
A _  _ _ The prisoner's mother died and a request to Claire to gather and store his 

personal belongings until his release. Request for a lawyer to settle his 
mother's affairs. 

, +  Request for Claire to be a board member for the newly organized 
National Justice Association by Stoney Mountain prisoners. 
Request for Claire's books on prison (for a prisoner in France). 
Claire's request to prisoner to provide information (potential evidence) 
concerning Claire's behaviour at B.C. Pen which could help in her case 
to regain visitation access to the Pacific Institutions. 
Request for Claire's help concerning information about corresponding 
with different after-care agencies. 
Request for Claire's books. Delay in receiving them - held by the 
Institution. 
Request by prisoner for Claire to act as a mediator between the prisoner 
and a third party. 
Desire to transfer to the Pacific region and requests information from 
Claire on community support groups for his fiancee and children. 

Prisoners have limited access to resources and information and may require third- 

party involvement. This is where Claire was especially useful. Claire could circumvent 

the institutional and bureaucratic obstacles that were faced by prisoners and access 

pertinent information on behalf of prisoners (prisoners had to provide to CSC a letter 

granting Claire Cuthane access to all personal, institutional and legal documentation). 

Personal contact with Claire was sought constantly. Claire's expertise in the area of 

prison activism was beneficial to prisoners and prisoners' groups alike seeking to change 

the prison structure. This human agency and resistance to the social control by the State 

was the start of the radical social change that was a necessary requirement in the prison 

abolition movement (Culhane 1985; Mathiesen 1990). 

Claire provided information and personal experiences concerning ways to fight 

against injustices that did not involve overt violence (such as riots). Forms of resistance 



that did not reduce the general public's ability to empathize with the injustice of prison as 

a form of social control were stressed rather than violent displays that justified the 

excessive use of force and continued use of prison as a means of public protection and 

punishment. This is currently the goal of the Lifers group at Mission Institution and 

arguably all groups representing prisoners. 

[Plrisoners do not possess the power to organise any significant resistance. 
mainly due to the severe restrictions and corruption in their environment. 
What is required, then, is that grassroots organisatons work to expose, 
educate, and build resistance to the erosion of civil and human rights in the 
prison system (Claire Culhane 1991,23) 

Interviews with Prisoners 

I interviewed 8 prisoners who were serving life sentences in Mission Institution, a 

medium-security institution approximately 80 kilometres east of Vancouver. The 

purpose of conducting interviews with "lifers" was to inquire broadly concerning their 

personal experiences, feelings, and thoughts of punishment in general, and specifically 

prison and incarceration. The findings from the interviews are then used to ascertain 

whether contemporary issues of imprisonment correspond with historical accounts. 

Most prisoners touched on ways in which prison structures and policies 

undermined principles of rehabilitation, especially learning how to survive after release 

from prison. &e prisoner put this bluntly: ''Prison is a place where p r i s o ~ a s  are 

supposed to take responsibility for their actions. But the situation inside prison is such 

that prisoners are not afforded any responsibility whatsoever." 

According to all of the "lifers", programmes that supported the rehabilitative ideal 

tended not to prepare any long-term offender for the possibility of release. For the 

interviewees, programming for "lifers" is not a high priority for the Correctional Service 



of Canada (CSC). "Short timers" - those individuals serving 4-5 years or less - receive 

rehabilitative programming from CSC. Programming for "lifers" has to be sought out 

aggressively by the "lifers" themselves, otherwise they remain unattended. A catch-22 

situation exists for "lifers", or anyone serving long sentences: "lifers" are not a high 

priority for rehabilitative programming, but privileges are linked to the successful 

completion of institutional programming. Transfers to less secure custody institutions, 

family visitation, and increased pay levels are examples of privileges gained through the 

successful completion of institutional rehabilitative programmes. As "lifers" are not a 

high priority for programmes early in their sentence, privileges are not achieved until they 

become a priority for programmes. 

Rehabilitation is a key issue for these "lifers". Specifically, institutional 

programmes are seen as imposed by prison officials, not as a correctional plan that is 

suited to the prisoner. It is often described as "hoopjumping" for the sake only of 

attaining privileges within the prison (lesser security level, family visitation, pay 

increments) or of early release (parole). Instead, programmes developed by ex-prisoners, 

or by volunteers at arm's length from CSC staff, tend to be the most beneficial. OSAP 

(Offender Substance Abuse Programme) has a CSC member running the programme, and 

discussion about each offender's addiction (e-g., use, relapse while in prison) cannot be 

confidential. The information is being disclosed to a person who is also a custodial 

officer. Doing good time only has no clear pay-off, while playing the institutional game 

often garners privileges for the player. 

Not once in any of the interviews, nor in any of the files (except for those that 

stated they were not guilty), did any prisoner object to punishment All eight of the 



"lifers" felt a need to be punished for their illegal actions and the h&m they inflicted upon 

society. What was objectionable was the excessive and &itrav nature of prison. Most 

of the "lifers" suggested that they could even do the full sentence before parole eligibility 

(in most cases 25 years) if the abuse of power and arbitrary decision making that made up 

the prison system was eliminated. If the "lifers" were able to do their time, without the 

constant harassment by prison officials and abuses of power that they all had experienced 

at different times during their period of incarceration, and were able to choose 

programmes that would truly benefit and contribute to their successful reintegration into 

society, then punishment would serve a purpose- According to the "lifers", the current 

situation in prison created by the prison structures and policies makes prisoners worse 

rather than better. Prisoners h o m e  angrier because of the injustices commitid against 

them in the name of justice, protection, and punishment. 

The "lifers" perceptions on sentence length tended to facus on a "life-seven* 

option, which would involve a life sentence with eligibility for parole at seven years. 

This review mechanism would thus shift from a 10-25 year eligibility period. Prisoners 

agreed that especially heinous murders might involve serving out the full terrn of 

incarceration. They argued for an individual assessment, rather than a blanket indictment 

of murderers behind bars. As no two crimes involve the same set of circumstances, 

"lifers" were unclear why murder sentences did not reflect this diversity (except for  the 

blurred distirrctim between manslaughter, second degree, and first &gee)- One 

individual who was present at the time of the murder, but did not participate in the 

killing, remarked "I have tbe same sentence as [Clifford Olsen, the same first degree 

mudera label as Ohen, but I did not kill anyone." 



Personal notions of punishment reflected ideas of reparation and restitution. 

While all of the interviewees acknowledged that they were unable to undo the harm 

inflicted on their victims and families (both the victim's and their own families), they 

were unable to understand how spending thousands of dollars to imprison them for such a 

long period of time addressed the harm to society. Seven of the eight "lifers" interviewed 

desired an audience with their victim's families as part of the VictimIOffender 

Reconciliation Programme. While the "lifels" wanted to focus on the reparation of the 

harm done, they understood that the punitive aspect of punishment remains a central 

theme in the use of prison as social control. All of the "lifers" agreed that prison serves 

the punitive aspect of punishment. They all suggested that some components of society 

do not want the punitive sanction to end. Most cited the recent Private Member's Bill in 

Lhe House of Commons calling for the eradication of s.745 of the Criminal Code - 

Judicial Review of life sentences - and all made reference to periodic calls for the return 

of the death penalty. 

At the discretion of the National Parole Board, prisoners serving life sentences 

may be detained until death - a true life sentence. Most 'lifers" will receive parole. 

These individuals are still under sentence, but serve the remainder of their time outside of 

a prison, unless their paroles are revoked due to a violation of parole conditions or 

commission of a new offme.  Seven "lifersn interviewed had served a large portion of 

their parole ineligibility period (8-12 years). One lifer was only just into his sentence (2 

yeitrs into a I i f e l l O  sentence). All acknowledged the institutionalization effect that the 

prison had on them. Sowe were fearful of what awaited them when, or if, they ever were 

paroied Some felt that the piison was tbe only place for them as it was all they could 



remember as adults. All of the "Iifers" agreed that much change was needed if any 

released prisoner was to reintegrate into society successfully. Rehabilitative programmes 

would need to be change; however, the "lifers" suggested that the public's perception of 

prison and blood-thirst for revenge must be replaced with compassion and acceptance. 

One lifer stated "We all get out of here one day. You [society] get to choose how we 

come out; as functioning human beings, or as caged angry animals. The choice is yours." 

It isn't true that convicts live like animals: animals have more room to 
move around. (Mario Vargas Liosa, The Real Life of Afejandro Mayta) 

Summary 

From the analysis of 20 years of correspondence between prisoners and Claire 

Culhane and from the information provided by "lifers," it appears that the prison 

environment is creating and releasing angry animals, and not functioning human beings. 

The punitive nature of the prison has been shrouded by the rhetoric of the punishment 

discourse. The names of punishment practices have changed and adapted with public 

sentiment; however, the theme has remained the same. Super Maximum Units (SMUs), 

Special Handling Units (SHUs), and Protective Custody (PC), and Punitive Segregation, 

Solitary Confinement, and Dissociation have been used at different times to justify 

ultimate control over an individual by another (Culhane 1991). The Russian Gulag 

conditions that Dostoevsky wrote about in 1862 are quite similar to the conditions that 

prisoners currently experience in the SHUs. While it is true that the physical conditions 

of prisons have changed, the psychological and sociological impacts of prison remain the 

same. Themes raised by the "lifers" in the interviews mirror those identified in the 

correspondence. These themes also correspond with themes of imprisonment identified 



by prisoners since the inception of the prison and its rise to the most prominent form of 

punishment. 

According to Mathiesen "it is the invisibility of the prisoner which makes it 

possible to maintain the ideological functions of the prison. Visibility is the Achilles' 

heel of the functions" (Mathiesen 1990, 163). Claire suggests: 

Until we accept the reality that prisons are the way we deal with our poor, 
our minority groups, and our unemployed, we tolerate them at our peril. 
Not until we absorb this truism and join others involved in combatting 
society's problems will there be any hope of salvaging our prison 
population, with its disproportionate number of Native Indians and a small 
but equally disadvantaged number of women. (Claire Culhane 1991,17) 

By making prisoners visible - providing voice - the functional aspect of the prison will 

be reduced. This counter-functionism (Mathiesen 1990, 162) will serve to make visible 

the "ghosts" of the punishment industry, but will also tear down the justifications for a 

failed system by the very individuals that have supported them. Visibility of the prisoner 

is important; however, more important is the visibility of the information provided by 

these individuals. Prison is a cruel and unusual punishment practice that must be rejected 

and replaced with alternatives that address social harms and inequality. And while this 

revolution of punishment practices is seemingly utopian, history has provided instances 

whereby some of the most repressive institutions have appeared quite stable, right up 

until the day they collapsed. Change is possible. The fight against the formidable prison 

must continue. 



CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION 

What Is the Answer? 

During the past two years, I have had more discussions concerning my thesis 

topic than 1, can, or even care to remember. What has been burned into my mind is the 

question that everyone, without exception, has asked: So what is the answer, what is the 

alternative to prison? Having inquired extensively on this very subject. initiatly I would 

respond that I did not have the audacity to suggest that there is one answer, or that I even 

have the answer. I would suggest that there is no easy solution to the issue of prison 

refortnlabolition. Reform would require educating the public to the absurdity and futility 

of prison. The myths and misperceptions concerning the characteristics of individuals 

who are in prison would also have to be rectified. I would point out that it did not really 

matter what incremental changes were made to prison, either liberal or conservative, but 

that the focus must shift to society and the social creation of crime and resulting 

sanctions. The problem of punishing is borne out of society, removed for a while, and 

then forced back kt0 society without addressing the underlying factors that lead to its 

creation in the first place. Communities must be prepared to change; acceptance and 

forgiveness must replace revenge and retribution. And as I near the completion of my 

thesis I have come to the realization that those who have been responsible for the practice 

of punishment have rarely sought out the difficult answers, but have been content to 

follow the path of least resistance. This has involved the maintenance of an inherently 

flawed prison system. The answer that is so sought by society requires fundamental 



change in society. The reductionist prison abolition agenda is attainable, but the focus 

must be on society, in addition to the individual prisoner. 

Diversion and prison reduction will only work if accepted by society. Factors that 

contribute to criminality such as education and employment must be addressed. Blame 

and scapegoating problems on others must end. While this may seem like a utopian view, 

it is indeed a necessary challenge if change is to be realized. Information exists 

concerning alternatives to prison. Members of a society must be prepared to embrace the 

hard answers that will lead to the refom sf an unjust system of control. An abolitionist 

agenda is a radical threat to the existing order because it promotes real and effective 

change. This change diminishes the right of the State to punish and its monopoly in all 

aspects of social control and societal ordering. Only when the public becomes active 

participants in the reform and restructuring of the dysfunctional crime control industry 

will the absurdity and futility of the prison system be completely realized, Prison 

alternatives cannot be left to the State alone, as State alternatives to prison may not 

involve humanitarian concern. Alternatives are not based on fact, but on a distorted 

public perception: 

Alternatives are not being developed out of a moral concern for the plight 
of offenders who have to live in squalid conditions and which are an 
affront to civilised society. Rather, they are advocated in response to 
government's needs - ideological or practical - to demonstrate stringency 
in fiscal policy and thus control or cut back on public expenditure (Vass 
1990,79). 

"Alternatives are of no positive consequences and do nothing , or little, to challenge the 

hegemony of the prison: it is 'business as usual'" (Vass 1985,79). "[Olverall, the system 

enlarges itself and becomes more intrusive, subjecting more and newer groups of deviants 



to the power of the state, and increasing the intensity of control directed at former 

deviants" (Cohen 1985,381. 

Realizing Prison Abolition 

Punishment is usually presented as an unavoidable feature of social life and a 

necessary component of law enforcement (Cragg 1992). While the notion of punishment 

appears to be all encompassing, there are very distinct differences in its application. 

In a discussiot -.lc. continuity of punishment, Foucault has suggested that the 

"prison continues, on those who are entrusted to it, a work begun elsewhere, which the 

whole of society pursues on each individual through innumerable mechanisms of 

discipline" (Foucault 1977,302-303). Following Foucault, many analysts have suggested 

that criminal justice policy can be seen as a technique of power imbedded in discourse. 

The use of prisons as punishment has been justified on the basis of its rehabilitative 

function, specific and general deterrence, and incapacitation of criminals. The ideologies 

of protection and normalization - correction based on rehabilitation and treatment - are 

central to understanding why prisons have flourished even in the face of failure 

(Mathiesen 1990; Foucault 1977; Garland 1990; Culhane 1985; Christie 1993). 

Mathiesen (1990) has deemed the prison a "fiasco." The prison has not facilitated the 

rehabilitation of its wards. On the contrary, it is arguable that the prison environment has 

served to fuel crime and criminal behaviour (Foucault 1977). 

The use of prison as punishment survives, even in light of its failure, due to the 

pervasive and persistent ideological nature of prison and punishment currently embedded 

in the social fabric of society. According to Mathiesen (1990) "ideologies are belief 

systems which render social life meaningful and legitimate" (137). The ideological 



nature of prison and punishment has become institutionalized and the punitive and 

often times violative sanction has become socially meaningful and legitimate (Mathiesen 

1990,137). 

Prisoners' correspondence stands as a testament to the difficulties faced by people 

confined in "total institutions" (Goffman 1961). I would extend this to a critique of 

political authority, and especially how State authorities are empowered to use disciplinary 

measures, seemingly for their own reasons. This tendency toward "social ordering" 

(Ericson and Baranek 1982) is sharpest for those with little power - who are of low socio- 

economic status, have limited education, and are stigmatized and confined. It is here that 

the experience of prisoners is valuable. The difficulty is that there is little interest - either 

in mainstream media, or among the left - in taking prisoners' experiences seriously. 

Treating people only as blameworthy, as scapegoats, justifies more and more political 

intervention, more surveillance, more punishment. Not less poverty, less violence, but 

greater expenditures of resources in the service of denunciation. 

Everywhere, it seems, there are calls for harsher and more punitive sanctions. The 

theoretical quagmire of punishment and social justice is often presented as prisoners 

versus non-prisoners, security versus prisons. 

I know you are a busy woman & its hard to imagine someone fighting for 
the rights of prisoners when it appears that society in general is only too 
quick to surrender the last vestiges of their own rights & freedoms as the 
price for safety & security (prisoner writing from Ontario, late 1980s). 

Individual rights and personal freedom have been given over to the State freely in order 

to provide a safe and protected citizenry. Unfortunately, protection is a myth perpetuated 

by the State as a means for controlling both the criminal and noncriminal populations. 



The formal regime of State-sanctioned punishment has been interpreted as necessary, and 

legitimated by individuals in society. These very individuals are at once subjected to the 

punishment policies that are seen as necessary to protect them (rhetoric), and practices 

that they should be protected from (imprisonment). Contemporary punishment practices 

have had detrimental effects on both the prisoner and society in general, and have 

restricted the potential for effective reform to the system. Only when used as a last resort 

does the prison serve a function that is useful and legitimate - the protection of society 

from predators. This is an important function. However, the reality of the prison situation 

is that the vast majority of prisoners are not predators. Diversion and community 

involvement should be stressed for those individuals not deserving of imprisonment, due 

to either the nature of the crime, andlor the lack of risk to the protection of society. 

Prison is not the issue. The latent function of the prison is the social control of all 

members in society. Rich or poor, white or coloured, male or female, the prison serves to 

control some inside its walls, and others outside of prison walls. The displacement of 

social problems on marginalized groups provides an illusion of State action and the 

protection of the "law abiding" from the "lawless." This illusion must be exposed for 

what it is. The co-optation of justice - effectively the State's monopoly on social control 

-must be changed. The rhetoric of corrections and punishment that has justified the 

existence and maintenance of the unjust prison must be eradicated, and the 

power/km,wledge relationship must be removed from the State if any form or degree of 

prison abolition is to occur. When the knowledge that prisons fail - that the prison was 

never intended to correct - is realized fully by individuals in society, then the power to 

abolish prisons will be attahable. For as long as  society embraces the myths and 



misperceptions concerning social control practices by the State, then the probability of 

prison abolition will never be realized. The notion of humanity must be reintroduced into 

the business of control and punishment. Dostoevsky (1862) wrote "The degree of 

civilization in a society can be judged by entering its prisons." Punishment practices are 

indicative of a country's social, political, and economic climate. The prison is the 

manifestation of a dismal Canadian climate. 

Progress and reaction have both turned out to be swindles. Seemingly, 
there is nothing left but quietism - robbing reality of its terrors by simply 
submitting to it. (George Orwell, Inside the Whale and Other Essays) 

Future Research and Policy Implications 

There is a vast amount of documentation on the various themes presented in this 

thesis: State theory, social control, and prison abolition. The challenge facing academics 

and researchers specifically, and society in general is to break out of simply theorizing 

the problems and responses, and into a paradigm characterized by praxis. Theorists have 

been contemplating the nature and role of the State since Aristotle. Punishment prxtices 

have been tied to these theories of the State. The prison has survived and even thrived in 

spite of its obvious failure. Reformers (Becarria, Bentham, and John Howard), 

abolitionists (Mathiesen, Hulsman, Christie, and Culhane), and academics (Foucault and 

Garland) have pointed to this failure, and yet incarceration is still imposed against 

thousands of Canadians. Like other social institutions such as slavery, residential 

schools, and asylums, prisons must be evaluated in terms of the value to society. The 

vengeful spirit of society must not inform this evaluation. Rather, the experiences of 

prisoners must be included in an effort to create an effective punishment practice that 

contributes to the reparation of society and the prisoner simultaneously. To date, the 



individuals that have had the greatest need and ability to contribute to the development of 

effective punishment practices have been ignored. This omission must be rectified before 

any real change is to occur. 

Findings in this thesis provide fuel for the abolitionist movement. More work that 

presents a forum for the voice of prisoners is needed. This work must not exist or remain 

on the margins. At the very least it must be added to the existing information in order to 

provide a clearer picture concerning State control and social policy. Ultimately, the 

voices of prisoners should displace the State rhetoric on punishment and inform 

correctional policies that actually strive for reparation, restitution, reintegration, and 

social harmony rather than exacerbating social unrest. 

I have optimism that the information uncovered in my analysis will provide hope 

to those individuals who have, and are currently experiencing, social control policies 

(both in and out of prison) that reform is attainable. The dismal social climate in Canada 

can change. 
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10 unstructured (openended questions) in-person interviews will be conducted with 
pn'soners; currently serving life sen&nces at Mission Institution in an attempt to document 
carceral experiences of prisoners currently serving time. 

What does Punishment mean to you? 
What should be the p q m e  of punishment? Does prism achieve this goal of 
punishment? 
Dexribe the advantages and disadvantages of imprisonment. 
Describe your experiences in prison. fl'bis does not include why you are here i.e. 
your original offence, but your treatment by the institution, other prisoners, etc.). 
What would you suggest in terms of change to the current system of punishment if 
prison use is to be maintained? As alternatives to prison? 

The purpose of interviewing prisoners is to ascatah whether issues identified in 
the documentary anatysis (the firsc stage of the proposed research project) correspond to 
Ule experiences of ptisoners currently serving time (the second stage of the research 
p"ject)- Discrepancies d w  additional concerns may provide insight into the evolution 
of punishment practices in Canada (primarily). 



APPENDIX B 

SIMON FRASER UNIVERSITY 

I) CONSENT BY SUBJECT3 TO PARTICIPATE IN - 
The University and those conducting this project subscribe to the ethical conduct of research and to the 
protection at all times of the interests, comfort. and safety of subjects. This form and the information it 
comains are given to you for your own protection and full understanding of the procedures of the proposed 
research. Your signature on this form will signify that you have received a document which describes thc 
procedures and benefits of this rrsearch document (titied I n f ~ ~ o n  Sheet for Subjects), amt that you 
have received an adequate opportunity to consider the information in the document, and that you 
voluntarily agree to participate in the project. 

Having been asked by Tyler Dean of the School of Criminology School at Simon Fraser University to 
participate in a research project experiment, I have read the procedures specified in the document. 

I understand the procedures to be used in this experiment. 

I umbskmd that I may withdraw my participation in this experiment at any time. 

I also understand that I may register any complaint I might have about the experiment with the chief 
reseadm named above or with Neil Boyd, Director, School of Criminology, Simon Fraser University 
(604) 291-3213. 

I may obtain copies of the resub of this study, upon its completion, by contacting the School of 
Criminobgy at (604) 291-3213. 

I have been informed that the research material will remain confidential to the extent permitted by law. 
Disclosure of information relating to the possibility of harm to you or anyone else. or of the abuse, or 
potential of abuse to c h i  may be revealed if required by a Court of law. 

Your name will nut be wriaen on the interview form and no other identifying information will be written 
o o ~ f m .  

I agree to participate in an m w i e w  session with the principal researcher named above and provide my 
own perspedive concerning the nature of punishment in general, and prison (imprisonment) specifically. 

- ONCE SIGNED, A COPY OF THIS CONSEWT FORM AND A SUBJECT FEEDBACK FORM 
SHOULD BE PROVIDED m YOU. 



Ethical Considerations: 

APPENDIX C 

SIMON FRASER UNIVERSITY 

O W I O N  SHEET FOR SUBJECTS 

THIS FORWI OUTLINES THE PROPOSED METHOD OF INQUIREY. 

10 unstructured (open-ended questions) in-person interviews will be conducted with 
prisoners currently serving life sentences at Mission Institution in an attempt to document 
carceral experiences of prLoners currently serving time. 

The interviews will be recorded. 

There is no risk of physical or psychological harm to any of the participants. 

Participation may be withdrawn at any time during the project 

No one individual will be focused on. The focus is on the utilization of all the 
available information to identify patterns of prisoners' concerns. 

All recordings and documentation will be locked away when not in use, thereby 
ensuring "physical security" of the material. 

To ensure confidentially of the correspondents, all names will be coded. Names 
will not be used, nor will any prisoner be identifiable by use of individualized 
characteristics. 

The research material will remain confidential to the extent permitted by law. 
Disclosure of information relating to the possibility of harm to the subject or anyone else, 
or of the abuse, or potential of abuse to children may be revealed if required by a Court of 
law. 



APPENDIX D 

SIMON FRASER UNIVERSITY 

INFORMED CONSENT FOR CAPTIVE POPUJaATIONS BY APPROPRIATE 
AU'XlIORJTY TO PARTICIPATE IN A -ROJECT QB - 

The University and those conducting this project subscribe to the ethical conduct of 
research and to the protection at all times of the interests, comfort, and safety of subjects. 
This form and the information it contains are given to you for your own protection and 
full understanding of the procedures of the proposed research. Yow signature on this 
form will signify that you have received a document which describes the procedures and 
benefits of this research document (titled Information Sheet for Subjects), and that you 
have received an adequate opportunity to consider the information in the document, and 
that you voluntarily agree to participate in the project. 

As the authority responsible for (names of captive participants), I consent to the above 
named engaging in the procedures specified in the research project proposed by Tyler 
Dean, principal researcher. 

The interviews are to be carried out in the interview room, Visitors and Correspondence, 
Mission Institution. 

I certify that I understand the procedures to be used and have fully explained them to all 
pixties involved in the research project. 

In particular, the subject knows that he has the right to withdraw from the project at any 
time. Any complaint about the project may be brought to the attention of Tyler Dean, or 
to Neil Boyd, Director of the School of Criminology, Simon Fraser University. 

I may obtain a copy of the results of this study, upon its completion, by contacting the 
School of Criminology at (604) 291-321 3. 

NAME (please print): 

SIGNATURE WITNESS 

DATE: 



APPENDIX E 

CODE BOOK 
Documentary Analysis Coding Scheme 

Variables: 

Nature of Correspondence 001 
(Predominantly) 002 

003 
004 
005 
006 
007 

Gender 

Maritai Status 

Letters from Prisoner 
Letters to Prisoner 
Letters to!from Third Party Concerning Prisoner 
From and Third Party 
To Prisoner and Third Party 
To and From Prisoner 
To and From Prisoner and tolfrom Third Party 

Male 
Female 
Group (2 or more contributors) 
Unknown 

Single 
Married 
Common-law 
Widowed 
Divorced 
Separated 
Remarried 
unknown 

Province of Institution 

001 Yukon 

002 British Columbia 

Name of Institution 

1.1 Provincial Facility 

B.C. Penitentiary 
Oakalla (Women) (ak.a. Lakeside) 
Oakalla (Men) 
Kent 
Mission 
Femdale 
Matsqui 
Regional Psychiatric Centre 
Mountain 
William Head 
Elbow Lake 
sumas 



003 Alberta 

2.22 Robson 
2.23 Pandora 
2.24 Provincial Facility 

3.10 Bowden 
3.1 1 Drumheller 
3.12 Edmonton Max 
3.1 3 Al tadora 
3.14 Portal House 
3.1 5 Grierson 
3.16 Provincial Facility 

004 Northwest Territories 4.10 Provincial Facility 

005 Saskatchewan 5.1 0 Saskatchewan Penitentiary 
5.11 Oskana 
5.12 Sask. Farm Annex 
5.13 Regional Psychiatric Centre 
5.14 Provincial Facility 

006 Manitoba 

007 Ontario 

6.10 Osborne 
6.11 Rockwood 
6.12 Stony Mountain 
6.13 Provincial Facility 

Keele St. 
Montgomery 
Portsmouth 
Bath 
Beaver Creek 
Frontenac Farm 
Pittsburgh Farm 
Joyceville 
Warkworth 
Collins Bay 
Millhaven 
Kingston Pen. 
Prison for Women (P4W) 
Regional Psychiatric Centre 
Provincial Facility 

8.10 St. Vincent de Paul 
8.11 BenoitXV 
8.12 Laferriere 



Martineau 
Pie IX 
Sherbrooke 
Montee-St-Francois 
Ste-Anne-des-Plaines 
La Macaza 
Cowansville 
Drummond 
Centre de Developpement Correctionel 
Lederc 
Archarnbault 
Lava1 
Regional Reception Centre 
Donnacona 
Provincial Facility 

Security level 

009 Nova Scotia 

010 New Brunswick 

9.10 Carlton 
9.1 1 Sand River 
9.1 2 Springhill 
9.13 Provincial Facility 

10.1 Parrtown 
10.11 WestmorlandFarm 
10.12 Dorchester 
10.1 3 Atlantic Institution (Renous) 
1 0.14 Provincial Facility 

01 1 Prince Edward Island 1 1.10 Provincial Facility 

01 2 Newfoundland 12.10 Provincial Facility 

01 3 International 13.10 International Facility 

014 Not Institutionalized 

099 Unknown 099 Unknown 

Minimum (S 1 -S2) 
Medium (S3-S5) 
Maximum 66-S7) 
Multi-level (ML) 
Provincial Facility 
Women's Prison - Generic Classification 
International Facility 
Unknown 



Special Handling Unit / 001 
Administrative Segregation 002 
Super Maximum Units 

Age Range of Prisoner 
at Time of Writing 001 

002 
003 
004 
005 
006 
099 

Offence 

Special Needs 

Number of Submissions 001 
002 
003 
004 
005 
006 

Years of writing 

Yes 
No 

15-24 years 
25-34 years 
35-44 years 
45-54 years 
55-64 years 
65+ years 
Unknown 

Property 
Personal Injury 
Drugs/Alcohol related 
Unknown 

Physical Disability 
Psychological Disability 
Special Education 
Health 
Personal Securi ty1Protective Custody 
Religion 
Language 
None (no mention) 

1-5 submissions 
6-10 submissions 
11-15 submissions 
16-20 submissions 
21-99 submissions 
l00+ submissions 

0-2 years 
3-4 years 
5-6 years 
7-8 years 
9-10 years 
11-12 years 
13-14 
15-16 years 
17-18 years 
19-20 years 



01 1 21-22 years 
012 23-24 years 
013 25+ years 
099 Unknown 

Key Concern 001 
(Reason for writing) 002 

003 
004 
099 

Extras 

Pictures (photos) 001 
002 

General Correspondence 
Grievance (Institutional) 
Request (ToIFrom Claire) 
Legal 
Unknown 

Yes 
No 

Yes 
No 

Manuscripts 

001 Yes 
002 No 

001 Yes 
002 No 

001 Yes 
002 No 

Newspaper Articles 001 Yes 
002 No 

Official Documentation 001 Yes 
002 No 

Essays 001 Yes 
002 No 

Greeting cards 001 Yes 
002 No 

Miscellaneous 001 Yes 
002 No 



NAME 

NATURE 

MARITAL 
PROV 

INSTITUTION 

SECURITY 

SHU 

AGE 

OFFENCE 

NEEDS 

NUMBER 

YEARS 
CONCERN 

EXTRAS 

PICTURES 

ART 

POETRY 

M A N U s m  

NEWSPAPER 

DOCUMENTS 

ESSAYS 

CARDS 

msc 

APPENDIX F: 

Code Sheet 



APPENDIX G: 

CSC Research Application 

To whom it may concern: 

Please find attached my application to conduct interviews with prisoners at 
Mission Institution. I am currently volunteering as the community liaison officer for the 
Lifers Group at Mission Institution and in that capacity have received security clearance. 
I have already discussed this research proposal, which is a component of my Masters 
degree research (SEU School of Criminology) with Harold Golden (his assistant) and was 
advised to proceed With the research application, I am enclosing a copy of my ethics 
application for a research proposal submitted to SFU as it will provide all relevant 
information concerning the entire research project. 

Thank you for your attention to this matter. 

Tyler Dean 
SFU Masters Student 

Community Liaison Officer - Mission Institution 

(attachment over) 



CORRECTIONAL SERVICE OF CmAD- - 
TO BE COMPLETED AND RETURNED TO: Chairman, Regional Research 

Committee, RPC (Pacific) 
Correctional Service of 

Canada 
P.O. Box 3000 
Abbotsford, B.C. 
v2s 4P4 
Phone: 1-604-853-7464 
Phone: 1-604-853-6992 

Date: 96/01/09 

Reporting Institution, District Office (or Headquarters): 
This applies only to Correctional Services of Cads (CSC) &pbg&i. 

Respondent (Senior Investigator): 
Name Tyler Dean Position M.A. S t a t  

Employer Simon Fraser University 

Business Address 2776 Cultus Court. Coquitbiu]D B.C. Business Phone 944 9769 

Residence Address 2776 Cultus Court. Coa-. B.C. Residence Phone 944 9799 

Title of Project: 

Incameration: An Exploratory Analysis of Prisoner's Concerns 

Briefly Describe Project: 
Please refer to attachments 

What is the applied potential of this research? 
This research will provide insight into the issues surrounding 
imprisonment by those directly affected. 

Agency other than CSC (if any) with which this project is identified? 
Simon Fraser University 

What financial contribution, if any, would be required from CSC (indicate 
amount, purpose, time period). 

None 



8. What space, assistance, or other indirect costs would be required from CSC 
(Describe fully, including locations, positions, amounts, time periods, etc.) 

Interview room adjacent to V and C, Mission Institution over 2 days, 
approximately 5 hours per day (Interviews run roughly one hour each). 

9. Describe the participating personnel (indicate types, numbers, functions, agency 
affiliation, time period, etc., as well as names if known), 

Interviews (to be conducted over 2 days - 1 hour each) with the following 
prisoners: (Names included in the original application, omitted to ensure 
confidentially). 

10. When are the following operations expected to commence and be completed? 

OPERATION - COMPLETED 
Preliminary fieldwork 

Data collection 
Please refer to attachments. 

Data Analysis 

Fmal Report 

11. Describe the type and amount of participation required by offenders, or staff of 
the Solicitor General's Department (indicate type, how, where when, and 
numbers). 

Two days worth of interviews (5 hours per day), to be conducted at 
Mission Institution, in V and C. 

12. To what extent, and for what purpose, would use of offenders records be required? 
None. 

f 3. If any penitentiary or parole documents would be required, indicate what sort and 
forwhat-? 

None. 

f 4. What reports or pbhcations are anticipated as a result of this research project? 
Maseers of Arts Thesis. 



15. Please give three (3) personal referenas who are famigiar with your research 
capabilities and research w& 

Name Address Phone 

1. Dr. Brim B m h  SFCJ - Criminology 291 3213 

2. Dr. Robert Gordon SFW - Criminology 291 3213 

3. Dr. Patricia Brantingbam SFU - Criminology 291 3213 

16. . . . *Piease Refer to Attachments"" 

a. Previous research 
b. Theoretical significance of your proposed research 
c. Applied potential of your proposed research 
cL Hypothesistobetested 
e. Concephral clefmitiions of major variables 
f. Operational definitions of major variables 
g. Data collection procedures 
h. Methods of appmxh, handling, and termination of contacts with research 

subjects 
i. P r m  to be used for sampling , analysis of data and decision midking 

regarding hypotheses. 
j. Expected sources of funds and other necessary tesources. 


